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a b s t r a c t 
Robotic research is making huge progress. However, existing solutions are facing a number of challenges 
preventing them from being used in our everyday tasks: (i) robots operate in unknown environments, 
(ii) robots collaborate with each other and even with humans, and (iii) robots shall never injure peo- 
ple or create damages. Researchers are targeting those challenges from various perspectives, producing a 
fragmented research landscape. 
We aim at providing a comprehensive and replicable picture of the state of the art from a software 
engineering perspective on existing solutions aiming at managing safety for mobile robotic systems. We 
apply the systematic mapping methodology on an initial set of 1274 potentially relevant research papers, 
we selected 58 primary studies and analyzed them according to a systematically-defined classification 
framework. 
This work contributes with (i) a classification framework for methods or techniques for managing 
safety when dealing with the software of mobile robotic systems (MSRs), (ii) a map of current software 
methods or techniques for software safety for MRSs, (iii) an elaboration on emerging challenges and im- 
plications for future research, and (iv) a replication package for independent replication and verification of 
this study. Our results confirm that generally existing solutions are not yet ready to be used in everyday 
life. There is the need of turn-key solutions ready to deal with all the challenges mentioned above. 
























g  1. Introduction 
Robots are increasingly used in industry but also for tasks of
our everyday life. In a recent book, Rise of the Robots ( Ford, 2016 ),
Martin Ford discusses the transition in robotics from special pur-
pose robots, built to operate in highly controlled environments
on a specific task, to general purpose robots that can operate
in a heterogeneous environment, intermixed with humans, and
perform a broad spectrum of tasks. Smart robots equipped with
sensors and intelligent software promise to bring a new indus-
trial revolution. According to Industrie 4.0 ( Kagermann et al.,
2013 ), we are in the middle of the 4th industrial revolution
that is based on autonomous and smart Cyber Physical Systems∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail addresses: darko.bozhinoski@ulb.ac.be (D. Bozhinoski), 
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0164-1212/© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. CPSs) ( Kagermann et al., 2013 ), able to cooperate with each other
nd humans in a safe, autonomous, and reliable manner. The mar-
et for industrial robotics is expected to rise at a Compound An-
ual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 11,5% annually through 2021 and to
each $48.9 billion by 2021 ( UAV, 2018 ). The total smart robots
arket is expected to reach USD 7.85 billion by 2020, at an es-
imated CAGR of 19.22% between 2015 and 2020. 
In this paper we focus on Mobile Robotic Systems (MRSs).
his class of robots opens new long-term ambitions and busi-
ess opportunities. Commercial drone revenue in Europe in 2017
as around $188 million, almost double the amount than in 2015
hich was around $98 million ( Dro, 2018 ). Moreover, the total
lobal Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) market is expected to grow
rom $20.71 billion in 2018 to reach $52.30 billion by 2025 ( UAV,
016; 2018 ). In a near future, there will be the need of customer-
pecific MRS solutions for a specific domain, such as: Homeland
ecurity (e.g. coastal surveillance), Environmental Protection (e.g.

























































































































b  mission monitoring and control), Protection of Critical Infrastruc-
ure (e.g. monitoring water and gas pipelines). 
However, MRSs pose also important challenges: they need to
e able to operate in uncontrollable and unknown environments,
hich are often shared with humans, and often they will be
equired to collaborate each other, and even with humans, to ac-
omplish complex missions. Because of these challenges, these sys-
ems are both safety and mission critical. Safety criticality is an
spect of MRSs where failure or malfunction of the system may
ause injure to people or severe damage to equipment/property,
hile mission criticality is another aspect of MRSs where a fail-
re or malfunction may lead to an unacceptable loss of mission
oals. Although robotic research has made huge progress in the
ast decades, the aforementioned functionalities and existing solu-
ions seem to be not-yet-ready to be used in everyday life, and in
ncontrollable and unknown environments often shared with hu-
ans ( Mitka et al., 2012 ), which will be shown as part of the con-
lusion of this study. 
The goal of this study is to identify, classify, and evaluate the
tate of the art on safety for MRSs in terms of technical charac-
eristics, potential for industrial adoption, and their challenges and
mplications for future research on safety for MRSs. The study ex-
lusively focuses on software aspects. 
In order to target our goal, we apply a well-established
ethodology from the medical and Software Engineering research
ommunities called systematic mapping ( Petersen et al., 2015;
itchenham and Charters, 2007 ). The aim of a systematic map-
ing study is to provide an unbiased, objective and systematic ap-
roach to answer a set of research questions about the state of
he art and research gaps on a given topic. A mapping study fol-
ows a well-defined and replicable principled process for both the
earch and selection of relevant studies, and the collected data
nd results synthesis tend to be more quantitative and qualitative
Wohlin et al., 2012, Section 4.4) . Through our systematic mapping
rocess, we selected 58 primary studies among 1274 potentially
elevant studies fitting at best three research questions we identi-
ed (see Section 3.1 ). Then, we defined a classification framework
omposed of more than 50 different parameters for comparing
tate-of-the-art approaches, and we applied it to the 58 selected
tudies. Finally, we analysed and discussed the obtained data for
ach parameter of the classification framework and how it fits in
he research landscape about safety for MRSs. 
The main contributions of this study are: 
• a reusable comparison framework for understanding, classifying,
and comparing methods or techniques for safety for MRSs; 
• a systematic review of current methods or techniques for safety
for MRSs, useful for both researchers and practitioners; 
• a discussion of emerging research challenges and implications for
future research on safety for MRSs; 
• a replication package containing detailed reports, raw data, and
analysis scripts for enabling independent replication and verifi-
cation of this study. 
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first sys-
ematic investigation into the state of the art on safety for MRSs.
he results of this study provide a complete, comprehensive and
eplicable picture of the state of the art of research on safety for
RSs, helping researchers and practitioners in finding characteris-
ics, limitations, and challenges of current research on safety for
obile robotic systems. The main emerging challenges and impli-
ations for future research on safety for MRSs are shown in Table 1 .
Article outline . The article is organized as follows. In
ection 2 we provide background notions for setting the context
f our study by clarifying and discussing (i) mobile robotic sys-
ems, (ii) safety for mobile robotic systems, and (iii) existing stud-
es on safety for MRSs. Section 3 describes in details the researchethodology we followed for designing, conducting, and docu-
enting the study. Data demographics is presented in Section 4 ,
ollowed by a description of the obtained results in Sections 5 –7 .
e present limitations and threats to validity in Section 8 . Related
orks are discussed in Section 9 , whereas Section 10 closes the
rticle with final remarks. 
. Background 
.1. Mobile robotic systems 
Robots have been successfully deployed in industry to improve
roductivity and perform dangerous, tedious, or repetitive tasks
 Siciliano and Khatib, 2008 ). In the literature, a variety of def-
nitions exists defining the term “robot” ( Robots, 2014; Oxford
ictionary, 2014; Harris, 2014 ). All of them share the following
oncept: a robot is an intelligent device with a certain degree of au-
onomy that contains sensors, control systems, manipulators, power
upplies and software all working together to perform the required
asks . Under this perspective, a mobile robot represents a robotic
ystem consisting of a SW/HW platform carried around by loco-
otive elements and able to perform tasks in different contexts.
he kind of locomotion that the robot is able to perform is primar-
ly decided upon the environment (aquatic, aerial or terrestrial) in
hich the robot will be operating ( Garcia et al., 2007 ). Mobility
ives robots enhanced operative capabilities, but at the same time
ncreases complexity and brings additional safety challenges. 
In order to reduce the human involvement in scenarios that are
haracterized by repetitive and dangerous tasks (eg. natural catas-
rophes, nuclear power plant decommissioning, extra-planetary ex-
loration, or less dangerous activities, such as delivery services,
urveillance, and environmental monitoring), innovative technolo- 
ies and approaches represented by mobile robotics are seen as
articularly suitable for aiding in the process of replacement of
he human beings with robotic systems. That will lead to a soci-
ty where mobile robots will operate in a dynamic environment
nd perform the necessary tasks in these scenarios. But, if we
ant mobile robots to be widely accepted and adopted among
he general public, it is fundamental to carefully consider safety
spects. 
.2. Safety for MRSs 
One of the most important reasons for the success of indus-
rial robotics is its assurance of a high degree of safety. However,
ndustrial safety standards are focused on safety by isolating the
obot away from people ( Safety Standards, 2014 ). The new tech-
ological advancements in robotics enable robots to move from
solated environments to more unstructured and dynamic environ-
ents where they operate among people performing collaborative
asks beyond their explicitly preprogrammed behaviour. Hence, it
s fundamental for safety aspects to be reconsidered and greatly
nhanced at this point of time. We use the following definition of
afety: safety represents the absence of catastrophic consequences on
he user(s) and the environment ( Avižienis et al., 2004 ). In this con-
ext, safety for MRSs is defined as a property of the system that
oes not allow physical injury of people and loss or damaging to
quipment/property in the environment. We consider as safety as-
ects all aspects of the system that involve prevention, removal,
orecasting, and tolerance of faults and failures. Safety is a system
roperty that should be addressed at every level of abstraction. In
his study we focus on safety from software engineering perspec-
ive. It is difficult to distinguish between safety issues from differ-
nt perspectives (e.g. software perspective in contrast to hardware,
ontrol theory or behavioural aspect) as it is difficult to draw a line
etween them. However, when safety is addressed from multiple
152 D. Bozhinoski, D. Di Ruscio and I. Malavolta et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 151 (2019) 150–179 
Table 1 
Main emerging challenges and implications for future research on safety for MRSs. 
Challenges Implications 
C1) Single vs Multi-robots : most of the studies surveyed in this paper focus on 
a single robot. 
I1) There is the need of solutions addressing safety when multiple robots need 
to collaborate with each other in order to accomplish complex missions. 
C2) Openness and capability to cope with uncertainty : many of the surveyed 
studies do not support adaptiveness capabilities and most of them are not able 
to deal with open systems, i.e., systems supporting the addition and removal 
of robots, human actors, etc. at runtime. 
I2) The adoption of MRSs in tasks of everyday life would require more 
investigation in adaptiveness capabilities as well as in dealing with open 
systems. 
C3) Compliance to standards : many domain-specific standards related to safety 
are currently available. Only a minority of approaches are compliant to 
standards that specifically target safety aspects. 
I3) When developing a robotic system, specific standards have to be taken into 
account to make it compliant to them and safe for the considered application 
domain. 
C4) Rigor and Industrial Relevance : the majority of evaluations in safety for 
robotic systems lack both rigor and relevance. 
I4) New strategies are needed to ensure an adequate rigor and relevance when 
planning the evaluation of approaches for safety of robotic systems. 
C5) Research community on software engineering and robotics : even though 
there is a growing interest, the community of software engineering for robotic 
systems is still not consolidated. 
I5) The challenge for the research community is to promote a shift towards 
well-defined engineering approaches able to stimulate component 






















































































1 We thank Richard Torkar (University of Gothenburh, Sweden) and Wasif Afzal 
(Mälardalen University, Västerås, Sweden) for their precious feedback on the review aspects (e.g. software engineering, control theory, mechatronics), if
the major contribution is towards software engineering principles
and practises, we become inclusive and we are considering it in
our study. This way we position our paper to help researchers in
identifying design tools and methodologies for software for mobile
robots that follow safety standards. 
To address the increasing complexity and the needs of the
variegated nuances of mobile robots, the robotics and automa-
tion industry are working towards the establishment of new
international safety standards through the International Organi-
zation for Standardization (ISO) for robots and robot systems
integration ( Safety Standards, 2014 ). The current developed stan-
dards vary much as they depend on the particular application do-
mains where the considered robotic systems are employed. The
domain of personal care and agriculture is expanding rapidly. As
a result, the ISO13482 standard for Safety requirements for per-
sonal care robots and the ISO18497 standard for Safety of highly
automated agricultural machines have been developed. Another
really important standard is ISO 150 6 6, which focuses on the col-
laboration between people and robots. It specifies safety require-
ments for collaborative industrial robot systems and supplements
the requirements and guidance on collaborative industrial robot
operation. Commercialisation and adoption of mobile robots in
dynamic environments will only occur if the safety aspects are
considered and incorporated as first class elements in the design
of the system. Establishing the guidelines and standards to regu-
late a safe use of these innovative technologies is the means to
increase their trustworthiness and thereby their appreciation and
use, not only in the research and business sectors, but also in the
private social sphere. Certification bodies should assure safety cer-
tification that relies on a complete understanding of the system.
However, for mobile robots that operate in dynamic environments
it is quite challenging to consider all variants of the overall sys-
tem due to their adaptive behaviour ( Skrzypietz, 2012 ). Recently,
researchers have put their focus on the potential for using robots
to aid humans outside strictly industrial environments, in more un-
structured and dynamic ones ( Ogorodnikova, 2009 ). The authors
of Nakabo et al. (2009) developed a safety module that integrates
safety functions required for robots to work side by side with
humans; it is compliant with international safety standards and
Japanese law. It is strongly recommended to revise safety prop-
erties for MRSs in other application domains that will comply to
identified international safety standards. 
Finally, as of today we did not find any evidence that could help
us in assessing the impact of existing research on safety in mobile
robots . With this study we aim at helping researchers and prac-
titioners in identifying the characteristics, challenges, and gaps of
current research on this topic, its future potential, and its applica-
bility in practice in the context of real-world robotic projects. p. Study design 
Fig. 1 shows the overview of the process we followed for carry-
ng out this study. The overall process can be divided into three
ain phases, which are the classical ones for systematic map-
ing studies ( Kitchenham and Charters, 2007; Wohlin et al., 2012 ):
lanning, conducting, and documenting. In the following we will
o through each phase of the process, highlighting its main activi-
ies and produced artifacts. 
Planning. It is the first phase of our study and it aims at (i)
stablishing the need for performing a mapping study on safety
or MRSs; indeed, as discussed also in Section 9 , secondary stud-
es exist on topics related to robotics safety like mechanical and
ontroller design ( Tadele et al., 2014 ) and human-robot interac-
ion ( Goodrich and Schultz, 2007; Vasic and Billard, 2013; Alami
t al., 2006 ), but none of them takes into consideration safety from
 software engineering point of view; (ii) identifying the main re-
earch questions (see Section 3.1 ); and (iii) defining the review
rotocol detailing each step of the whole study. The output of the
lanning phase is a well-defined review protocol. In order to miti-
ate potential threats to validity, our review protocol has been cir-
ulated to external experts for independent review and we refined
t according to their feedback. 1 
Conducting. In this phase we carried out each step of the above
entioned review protocol. More specifically, we performed the
ollowing activities: 
• Conduct search : in this activity we applied a search string to
well-known academic search databases (see Section 3.2 ). The
output of this activity is a comprehensive list of all the candi-
date studies resulting from the search. 
• Screening of all studies : candidate entries has been filtered in or-
der to obtain the final list of primary studies to be considered
in later activities of the study. The basis for the selection of pri-
mary studies is the inclusion and exclusion criteria described in
Section 3.2 . 
• Classification framework definition : we created a classification
framework to compare the selected primary studies. The clas-
sification framework has been designed to collect data for an-
swering the research questions of this study ( Wohlin et al.,
2012 ) and includes categories such as the level of abstraction
in which safety is managed, compliance to standards, the scope
and cardinality of hazards, etc. This activity will be described in
more details in Section 3.3 . rotocol. 
D. Bozhinoski, D. Di Ruscio and I. Malavolta et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 151 (2019) 150–179 153 
Fig. 1. Overview of the whole mapping process. 
Table 2 
Goal of this research. 
Purpose Analyse 
Issue The characteristics and potential for industrial adoption 
Object Of existing approaches for safety for MRSs 

























































s  • Data extraction : in this activity we analysed each primary study,
and we filled the data extraction form with the extracted in-
formation. Filled forms have been collected and aggregated in
order to be ready to be analyzed during the next activity. More
details about this activity will be presented in Section 3.4 . 
• Data synthesis : this activity focussed on a comprehensive sum-
mary and analysis of the data extracted in the previous activity.
The main goal of this activity is to elaborate on the extracted
data in order to address each research question of our research.
The details about this activity are in Section 3.5 . 
Documenting. The main activities performed in this phase con-
ist of (i) a thorough elaboration on the data extracted in the pre-
ious phase with the main aim of setting the obtained results in
heir context, (ii) the analysis of possible threats to validity, spe-
ially the ones identified during the definition of the review proto-
ol (in this activity also new threats to validity may emerge), and
iii) the writing of a final report describing in details the design
nd results of this research. 
.1. Goal and research questions 
We formulate the goal of this research by using the Goal-
uestion-Metric perspectives (i.e., purpose, issue, object, view-
oint ( Basili et al., 1994 )). Table 2 shows the result of the above
entioned formulation. 
The goal presented above can be refined into the following
ain research questions. 
- RQ1 : How do existing approaches address safety for MRSs? Ob-
jective: to identify and classify existing approaches for safetyin MRSs in order to build (i) a solid foundation for classi-
fying existing (and future) research on safety for MRSs and
(ii) an understanding of current research gaps in the field of
safety for MRSs. 
- RQ2 : What is the potential for industrial adoption of existing
approaches for safety for MRSs? Objective: to assess how and
if the current state of the art on safety for MRSs is ready
to be transferred and adopted in industry. Here we consider
criteria such as the rigor and precision of the applied valida-
tion strategies (e.g., in-the-lab experiment, industrial appli-
cation), the realism and scale of the performed evaluations,
etc. 
- RQ3 : What are the main emerging challenges for future research
on safety for mobile robotics systems? Objective: to put into
context the results of RQ1 and RQ2 in order to identify the
main challenges which will be faced by future researchers
on safety for MRSs. 
Answering those research questions will provide a solid foun-
ation for understanding the state of the art on safety for MRSs,
ogether with its research gaps and future challenges. The above
isted research questions will drive the whole systematic review
ethodology, with a special influence on the primary studies
earch process, the data extraction process, and the data analysis
rocess. 
.2. Search and selection 
The success of any systematic study is deeply rooted in the
chievement of a good trade-off between (i) the coverage of ex-
sting research on the topic and (ii) having a manageable number
f studies to be analysed ( Petersen et al., 2015; Kitchenham and
harters, 2007 ). In order to achieve the above mentioned trade-off,
ur search strategy consists of two complementary methods: auto-
atic search and snowballing. As shown in Fig. 2 , we designed our
earch strategy as a multi-stage process in order to have full con-
rol on the number and characteristics of the studies being either
elected or excluded during the various stages. In the following we
154 D. Bozhinoski, D. Di Ruscio and I. Malavolta et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 151 (2019) 150–179 


























































2 In the context of this research an approach can be considered as an organized 
set of methods and techniques, possibly supported by a tool ( Ghezzi et al., 2002 ). give a brief description of each stage of our search and selection
process. 
Stage 1 . In this stage we performed automatic searches on
electronic databases. In order to cover as much as possible rel-
evant literature, four of the largest and most complete scientific
databases were chosen as the sources of primary studies of this
stage, namely: IEEE Xplore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library,
SpringerLink, and ScienceDirect. The selection of these electronic
databases is guided by (i) their high accessibility, (ii) their abil-
ity to export search results to well-defined, computation-amenable
formats, and (iii) because they have been recognized as being an
efficient means to conduct systematic literature reviews in soft-
ware engineering ( Brereton et al., 2007; Dyba et al., 2007 ). 
To create the search string, we break down our research ques-
tions into individual facets (population, intervention, comparison,
outcomes, context - PICOC) as discussed in Keele (2007) . In our
study, the PICOC elements that we identified are as follows: 
• Population: mobile robotic systems; 
• Intervention: approaches that address safety in mobile robotic
systems; 
• Comparison: not applicable; 
• Outcomes: the classification framework populated with the
identified primary studies; 
• Context: academic peer-reviewed publications with a software
engineering perspective. 
Then we draw up a list of synonyms, abbreviations, and alter-
native spellings, which combined by logical ANDs and ORs gave
the search string. Moreover, it is important to highlight that this
study focuses on software aspects. This does not mean that safety
in robotics is only a software aspect, but this is the focus of this
study and the focus defines the boundary of the study itself. The
obtained search string is given below and it has been tested by
executing pilot searches on IEEE Xplore Digital Library. 
(mobile OR ground OR water OR fly ∗ OR sail ∗ OR unmanned
OR self OR autonomous) AND (robot ∗ OR vehicle ∗) AND (safe ∗
OR fault OR failure) AND software 
For the sake of consistency, the search strings has been applied
to an identical set of metadata values (i.e., title, abstract and key-ords) from all electronic databases. This stage resulted in a total
umber of 1274 potentially relevant studies. 
Stage 2 . The main goal of this stage is to consider all the se-
ected studies and filter them according to a set of well-defined
nclusion and exclusion criteria. As suggested in Kitchenham and
harters (2007) , we decided the selection criteria of this study dur-
ng its protocol definition, so to reduce the likelihood of bias. In the
ollowing we provide inclusion and exclusion criteria of our study.
n this context, a study will be selected as a primary study if it will
atisfy all inclusion criteria, and it will be discarded if it will met
ny exclusion criterion. 
1) Studies proposing an approach for safety for an MRS. 2 
2) Studies focussing on safety in MRSs from a software engineer-
ing perspective (e.g., no control theory or mechatronics studies,
no studies focussing on hardware, etc.). 
3) Studies providing some kind of evaluation of the proposed
methodology (e.g., via a case study, a survey, experiment, ex-
ploitation in industry, formal analysis, example usage). 
4) Studies subject to peer review ( Wohlin et al., 2012 ) (e.g., journal
papers, papers published as part of conference proceedings will
be considered, whereas white papers will be discarded). 
5) Studies written in English language and available in full-text. 
1) Studies exclusively focussing on safety for industrial and other
immobile robots. 
2) Secondary studies (e.g., systematic literature reviews, sur-
veys) ( Wohlin et al., 2012 ). 
3) Studies in the form of tutorial papers, short papers, poster pa-
pers, editorials, because they do not provide enough informa-
tion. 
In order to reduce bias, the selection criteria of this study have
een decided during the review protocol definition (meaning that
hey have been checked by the two external reviewers). 
In this stage, each potentially relevant study has been analysed
n three phases. Firstly it has been analysed by considering its ti-
le, keywords, and abstract; secondly, if the analysis did not result
n a clear decision, also its introduction and conclusions have been





























































































































H  nalysed; finally, we performed a comprehensive third manual step
n which we read the full text of all considered studies (title, ab-
tract, keywords, all sections and appendices, if any) in order to
ake the final decision about its inclusion in our set of primary
tudies. Two researchers have been involved during those phases
nd a third researcher has been involved in order to solve conflicts
nd take converge towards the final decisions, while avoid endless
iscussions ( Zhang and Babar, 2013 ). 
In this stage, it is fundamental to select papers objectively. To
his end, as suggested by Wohlin et al. (2012) , two researchers in-
ependently assessed a random sample of studies, then the inter-
esearcher agreement has been measured using the Cohen Kappa
tatistic; we obtained a Cohen Kappa statistic of 0.80, which is
 good indication of the objectiveness of the performed selection.
his stage resulted in a total number of 51 relevant studies. 
Stage 3 . In this stage all studies from the first stage have been
ombined together into a single set. Duplicated entries have been
dentified and merged by matching them by title , authors ,
ear , and venue of publication . This stage resulted in a total
umber of 35 studies. 
Stage 4 . As recommended in guidelines for systematic studies,
e extended the coverage of the previous stages by complement-
ng the previously described automatic search with a snowballing
ctivity. The main goal of this stage is to enlarge the set of relevant
tudies by considering each study selected in the previous stages,
nd focussing on those papers cited by it. More technically, we per-
ormed a closed recursive backward and forward snowballing activity
 Wohlin, 2014 ). From a practical point of view, we went through
ach selected study and we included also the relevant studies ei-
her cited by or citing it (based on Google Scholar ( Wohlin, 2014 )).
he start set for the snowballing activity was composed of the
5 studies selected in stage 3. Then, we considered each paper in
he start set and applied the same selection criteria discussed in
tage 2 to each paper either cited by or citing it. If a paper was
ncluded, snowballing was applied iteratively until no new papers
ave been found. Duplicates were removed at each iteration of the
nowballing activity. 
This stage largely increased the number of potentially relevant
tudies, bringing it to 61. As a possible explanation of this fact,
e noticed that researchers used a very heterogeneous terminol-
gy when writing the title, abstract, and keywords of their stud-
es; this fact may negatively impact our automatic search, which
ay have missed some potentially relevant studies. We included
he snowballing activity in order to mitigate this potential threat to
alidity. As a further confirmation, the study reported in Jalali and
ohlin (2012) empirically observed that similar patterns and con-
lusions are identified when using automatic search and snow-
alling, especially when they are used in combination. 
Stage 5 . This stage has been performed in parallel with the data
xtraction activity. Basically, the idea is that when reading a study
n details for extracting its information, researchers could recog-
ize that it was out of scope, and so it has been excluded. This
tage led us to the finalized set of 58 primary studies of our re-
earch, which is comprised of 58 entries. 
.3. Classification framework definition 
One of the main contributions in our study is the classifica-
ion framework, which consists of parameters that we identified
s part of the protocol. We consider that these newly identified
arameters can be reused in future studies to help authors of new
ethods and techniques to compare their contribution to existing
nes. The different categories of our classification framework are
escribed in more details in the following subsections. The classifi-
ation framework is composed of three facets, each one dedicated
o one of the RQ1 and RQ2 research questions (see Section 3.1 ).Q3 does not have a dedicated facet in the classification frame-
ork since it is orthogonal to RQ1 and RQ2 and it aims at putting
heir results in the context of future emerging challenges on safety
or MRSs. The classification framework also contains publication
etadata (e.g., publication venues, authors, etc.), which have been
ollected for demographics purposes (see Section 4 ). 
.3.1. How safety for MRSs is managed (RQ1) 
Since research question RQ1 is at the core of our research, the
reation of its corresponding facet in the classification framework
emands a detailed analysis of the contents of each primary study.
n light of this, we followed a systematic process called keyword-
ng ( Petersen et al., 2008 ) for building this facet of our classifica-
ion framework. Keywording aims at reducing the time needed in
eveloping a classification framework and ensures that it takes the
onsidered studies into account ( Petersen et al., 2008 ). 
As shown in Fig. 3 , keywording is done in two steps: 
1. Collect keywords and concepts : we collected keywords and con-
cepts by reading the abstract of each primary study. When
all primary studies have been analysed, all keywords and con-
cepts have been combined together to clearly identify the con-
text, nature, and contribution of the approach. As suggested in
Petersen et al. (2008) , when the abstract of a primary study
was not informative enough, then we analysed also its intro-
duction and conclusion sections. Considering that the authors
of the primary studies may use different terms for same con-
cepts and same terms for different concepts, in this phase we
kept all keywords and concepts to ensure consistency and com-
patibility. The output of this stage is the set of keywords as they
have been used in each primary study. 
2. Cluster keywords and form categories : when keywords and con-
cepts have been collected, then we performed a clustering
operation on them in order to have a set of representative
clusters of keywords. We identified the clusters by applying the
open card sorting technique ( Spencer, 2009 ) to categorize key-
words into relevant groups. More specifically, we considered all
the keywords and concepts collected in the previous phase and
iteratively grouped them together until a saturation of all the
concepts has been achieved and all primary studies were ana-
lyzed. In order to minimize bias, this step has been performed
by two researchers and the results have been double-checked
by the other two researchers. The output of this stage is the
classification framework containing all the identified clusters,
each of them representing a specific aspect of safety for MRSs.
The specific categories emerging from the keywording process
are described in Section 5 . 
Moreover, we collected also data related to the main research
ontribution and application field independence of each primary
tudy. The categories for research contributions are derived from
etersen et al. (2008) and include values such as “method”, “ar-
hitecture”, “tool”; they are discussed in details in Section 5.1 .
or what concerns application field independence, while piloting
his study we noticed that in the discussion of related work of
ome papers authors were referring to both domain-specific ap-
roaches and generic ones; based on this, we decided to cate-
orize our primary studies about whether they are independent
ith respect to any application field (e.g., abstract approaches or-
hogonal to any application field) or not (e.g., approaches that are
pecifically tailored to self-driving cars, agriculture, environmental
onitoring). 
Since this research question is of key importance for this survey,
e made a pre-study in order to classify existing works on safety
echanisms. The pre-study consists in analysing three recent sur-
eys on MRS safety from 2017, namely Guiochet et al. (2017) ,
addadin et al. (2017) and Lasota et al. (2017) and we extracted
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Fig. 3. Overview of the keywording process. 
Table 3 
Classification parameters proposed by other secondary studies. 
Survey Parameters Description 
A Survey of Methods for Safe 
Human-Robot Interaction 
( Lasota et al., 2017 ) 
Reactive Safety If it is reactive (not performing any planning) 
Proactive Safety If it is proactive (producing plans to address specific safety-related issues) 
Proactive Safety with prediction If it can anticipate the actions and movements of the rest of the team of mobile robots or 
people 
Psychological safety If it takes consideration of psychological factors 
Safety-critical advanced robots: 
A survey ( Guiochet et al., 
2017 ) 
Fault prevention If it prevents the occurrence or introduction of faults, including techniques coming from 
system engineering and good practices from system designing 
Fault removal If it reduces the number and severity of faults 
Fault forecasting If it estimates the present number, the future incidence, and the likely consequences of 
faults. 
Fault tolerance If it avoids service failures in the presence of faults using redundancy, error detections 
Robot Collisions: A Survey on 
Detection,Isolation, and 
Identification 
( Haddadin et al., 2017 ) 
Precollision If it discusses collision avoidance strategy 
Detection If it has ability to understand if a system collision occurred 
Isolation If it understands the impact of the collision 
Identification If it understands the impact of the collision 
Classification If it has capability to understand the nature of the collision 
Reaction If it provides strategies for the system to react purposefully to a collision event 








































3 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2014 _ 2015/ the parameters they have used in their classification schema and
we used on our primary studies. For each of the primary studies,
we collected in a spreadsheet a record for each parameter. Each
cell in the record represents a boolean value that give information
if the primary study is addressing a particular aspect represented
by the parameter extracted from the surveys. 
All three surveys are secondary studies that address MRS safety
from different domain, having different perspective and conclu-
sions. Lasota et al. (2017) focuses on classification schema for
methods for safe human-robot interaction, Guiochet et al. (2017) is
a survey on dependability techniques used for increasing safety
in MRS addressing large scope of application domains and
Haddadin et al. (2017) reviews and evaluates model-based al-
gorithms for real-time collision detection, isolation, and identifi-
cation focusing on control strategies for safe robot reaction. As
we see all the surveys address safety from a different perspec-
tive. We extracted all the parameters they have used in all three
surveys and we used this classification schema on our primary
studies. For each of the primary studies, we collected in a spread-
sheet a record for each parameter. Each cell in the record repre-
sents a boolean value that gives information if the primary study
is addressing a particular aspect represented by the parameter ex-
tracted from the surveys. All parameters have been described in
Table 3 . 
a
.3.2. Potential for industrial adoption (RQ2) 
To answer this research question we performed an analysis of
ualitative data. To perform the analysis we used the already pre-
ented keywording method, and then we analysed and summa-
ized the potentials for industrial adoption that have been high-
ighted in the papers. The parameters that we considered are: 
• applied research method : here we distinguished between ap-
proaches validated in a controlled setting (or in the lab) and
approaches evaluated in real-world (industrial) contexts; 
• validation/evaluation strategies : here we extracted the strategies
applied for assessing the proposed approaches (e.g., real de-
ployment, simulation-based, proof of concept), independently
of whether they are performed in the context of validation or
evaluation research; 
• technology readiness level (TRL) : it has been proposed by the
Horizon 2020 European Commission for the 2014/2015 work
program 3 , the TRL is a metric for measuring the maturity of
a given technology; 
• rigor and industrial relevance : we measured the precision, ex-
actness and realism of the evaluation of each primary study bynnexes/h2020- wp1415- annex- g- trl _ en.pdf . 






















































































































4 Our search activity covers the research studies published until January 2017, 
thus we potentially have only partial data for 2016. 
5 https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/the- road- to- connected- 
autonomous-cars/ . 
6 https://www.gartner.com/doc/3418843/market- trends- personal- assistant- robots . applying the rigor and industrial relevance metrics proposed by
Ivarsson and Gorschek (2011) ; 
• industry involvement : whether each primary study has been car-
ried out only by academics, practitioners (or a mix therof) for
understanding how researchers and practitioners collaborate on
safety for MRSs. 
.3.3. Emerging challenges for Future Research (RQ3) 
To answer this research question we followed a similar strategy
o the one used for RQ2. We basically analyzed all the primary pa-
ers with the aim of collecting all the challenges that have been
ighlighted in such papers, and then we summarized the results
hat emerged. 
.4. Data extraction 
As already said, the classification framework is the base of the
ata extraction form, i.e., a well-structured form to store the data
xtracted from each primary study. For each of these studies, we
ollected in a spreadsheet a record with the extracted information
or subsequent analysis. As suggested in Wohlin et al. (2012) , the
ata extraction form (and thus also the classification framework)
as been independently piloted on a sample of primary studies by
wo researchers, and iteratively refined accordingly. Once the data
xtraction form was setup, we considered each primary study and
ts corresponding data extraction form has been filled with the ex-
racted data. 
In order to validate our data extraction strategy, 10 primary
tudies have been randomly selected and two researchers checked
hether the results were consistent, independently from the re-
earcher performing the extraction. In this context, each disagree-
ent has been discussed and resolved, with the intervention of a
hird researcher, when necessary. 
.5. Data synthesis 
This activity involved collating and summarising the data ex-
racted from the primary studies (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007,
ection 6.5) with the main goal of producing the actual map of cur-
ent research on safety for MRSs. When possible, in this research
e applied both quantitative and qualitative analysis methods, de-
ending on the nature of each specific parameter of the classifica-
ion framework. 
For each parameter of the classification framework we divided
ur quantitative analysis on two main steps: (i) we counted the
umber of primary studies falling in relevant categories in the con-
ext of the specific parameter and (ii) we aggregated and visualized
he extracted information to better clarify similarities and differ-
nces between the primary studies. 
For what concerns the analysis of qualitative data, we used the
lready presented keywording method for identifying also the pos-
ible values of each parameter of the classification framework, and
hen we analysed and summarized the trends and collected infor-
ation in a quantitative manner. 
Finally, we carried out a narrative synthesis of the results ob-
ained both quantitatively and qualitatively; this step allowed us
o (i) perform an evidence-based interpretation of the main find-
ngs coming from the previous analyses and (ii) extract the main
hallenges and implications for future research. Narrative synthesis
efers to a commonly used method to synthesize research in the
ontext of systematic reviews where a textual narrative summary
i.e., by using words and text) is adopted to explain the character-
stics of primary studies ( Popay et al., 2006 ), alongside or instead
f a statistical analysis ( Petticrew et al., 2009; Cruzes and Dyb,
011 ). In the context of our study, for each parameter of our clas-
ification framework we firstly summarized it from a quantitativeerspective (i.e., statistical summary) and then we complemented
uch quantitative analysis by applying the general framework for
arrative synthesis proposed in Popay et al. (2006) , namely: (i)
e developed a theory about the specific values of the parameter
y tabulating the results and iteratively performing content analy-
is sessions, (ii) we developed a preliminary synthesis of findings
ased on the quantitative analysis, (iii) we explored potential re-
ationships in the data (i.e., horizontal analysis), (iv) we assessed
he robustness of the synthesis by critically reflecting on the syn-
hesis process and checking the obtained synthesis with authors of
rimary studies. 
. Demographics 
This research considers a set of 58 primary studies, each of
hem published in different years and venues. Fig. 4 shows the dis-
ribution of the primary studies over the years and by the type of
enue where they have been published. 4 The obtained data clearly
hows a growing trend in terms of publication intensity , with
ost of the studies published in the very recent years; specifically,
6 studies over 58 have been published from 2009 to 2016 (with
n average of more than 5 publications per year), where 17 studies
ave been published only in 2015 and 2016. If we look at the pub-
ication numbers before 2009 we have a drop to less than one pub-
ication per year. These results are a confirmation of the growing
cientific interest on safety for mobile robotic systems, specially
n the last years. The motivations behind such a publication trend
an be manifold including the growing interest about autonomous
ehicles 5 and the increasing funding opportunities for developing
obotic systems to be employed both in industrial and in domestic
ontexts. 6 
More on a historical perspective, the first study on safety for
obile robotic systems (P11) has been published in the Applied
ntelligence international journal in 1992. In P11 the authors pro-
osed an automated diagnostic method for keeping an autonomous
nderwater vehicle operational for several weeks without hu-
an intervention. The approach was based on a distributed fault-
olerant control system aiming at managing unpredicted faults by
reserving its overall performance level. The approach makes the
ssumption that the normal behaviour of each component is avail-
ble at design time. 
We also classified the primary studies by (i) type of publication
nd (ii) targeted publication venues. As shown in Fig. 4 , the most
ommon publication type is conference paper (34/58), followed by
ournal papers (16/58), workshop papers (7/58), and finally book
hapters (1/58). 
In Table 4 we report the publication venues that hosted more
han two publications (the last row of the table is an aggre-
ate of all the publication venues with two or less publications).
hat strikes the eye is the extreme fragmentation of the tar-
eted publication venues (43 unique venues for 58 publications).
evertheless, we can observe that the most targeted venues (i.e.,
he ones targeted by at least two primary studies, see Table 4 ) are
uite homogenous and dedicated to robotics, autonomous systems,
utomation, and high-assurance systems. It is important to note
hat with Table 4 we are not aiming at establishing which pub-
ication venue is the most related to safety for MRSs; indeed, the
ize and frequency of conferences and journals may influence the
umbers reported in the table (e.g., a yearly conference has poten-
ially more safety-related publications w.r.t. a biannual conference).
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Fig. 4. Distribution of primary studies over the years - results. 
Table 4 

































Nevertheless, given their focus on aspects related to safety for
MRSs, we can consider the venues reported in Table 4 as good can-
didates for future publications on this area. 
In the following we present the results of this study for answer-
ing our research questions (see Section 3.1 ). For each parameter of
our classification framework we report both quantitative data and
an interpretation of the obtained results. 
5. How safety is managed (RQ1) 
This section aims at identifying and classifying existing method-
ologies that address safety in mobile robotic systems. 
In Section 3.3.1 we explained that in order to provide a clas-
sification framework we performed keywording that produces as
output the formation of categories of the classification framework.
Keyworking is a standard technique and more information might
be found in Section 3.3.1 and in Petersen et al. (2008) . Roughly
speaking, we collected all keywords across all papers and we
group them together into meaningful groups. The resulting groups
are then clustered into attributes and values (with different pos-ible levels of hierarchy). The data extraction form is available
t Bozhinoski et al. (2016) . Fig. 5 shows a graphical and tree-based
epresentation of the categories in the classification framework. It
s important to highlight that the categories that have been iden-
ified for safety management from the analysis of our primary
tudies through keywording and by following the process de-
cribed in Section 3.3.1 . What emerges from this classification is
hat, for designing a solution for safety management we need to
onsider also other aspects, like the nature of hazards, the charac-
eristics of the system, whether models are used or not, and the
nvolved standards, if any. 
According to the classification framework and the summary
f the categories in Fig. 5 , research question RQ1 has been de-
omposed into more detailed subquestions. Therefore, we discuss
bout: 
• safety management : how the proposed approach considers
safety-related aspects (e.g., specific mechanisms for safety, the
level of abstraction, whether safety is treated as first class ele-
ment of the approach or not, etc.) as shown in Fig. 6 ; 
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Fig. 5. How safety is managed. 












• system characteristics : the features of the systems supported by
the proposed approach (e.g., cooperative versus local adapta-
tion, the type of robots, their cardinality, etc.); 
• models : it is about the models 7 of the system and their features
(i.e., whether the proposed approach is based on model-based
techniques, the purposes of the used models); 7 It is important to remark that in this paper, with the term model we refer to 
pecifications defining the different software aspects of the system being developed 
e.g., requirement, component, and deployment specifications). Thus we do not refer 
o other kinds of models like 3D, mathematical, and physical ones that are consid- 






• standards : the standards to which the proposed approach is
compliant (e.g., IEC61508, ISO10218); 
• hazards : about the characteristics of the hazards managed by
the approach (i.e., whether they are unexpected, their scope
and cardinality). 
In addition to that, by following what discussed in Section 3.3.1 ,
n the highlights of RQ1 (end of this section) we classified
he primary studies with respect to parameters of other sec-
ndary studies that we discovered in a pre-study, as described in
ection 3.3.1 . 
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Fig. 7. Types of research contribution (a) and application field independence (b) - results. 
Table 5 
Types of research contribution (adapted from Petersen et al., 2008 ). 
Research contribution Description 
Model Presents information, representations, and abstractions 
to be used in safety for MRSs. 
Method Presents general concepts and working procedures to 
address specific concerns about safety for MRSs. 
Architecture Presents the fundamental concepts or properties of an 
MRS embodied in its elements, relationships, and in 
the principles of its design and evolution ISO (2011) . 
Metric Presents specific indexes and measures to assess 
certain properties of safety for MRSs. 
Tool Presents any kind of developed tool or prototype 










































































e  5.1. Safety management - research contributions 
In order to characterize where researchers are focussing their
effort s, we extracted the main research contribution of each pri-
mary study. Categories of research contributions are derived from
Petersen et al. (2008) , and can be one or more of the alternatives
shown in Table 5 . 
The results of our analysis are shown in Fig. 7 a. It does not
come as a surprise that the main contribution of the majority of
primary studies is a method to address specific concerns about
safety for MRSs (43/58); this result does not come as a surprise
since our inclusion criterion I1 is explicitly dealing with studies
proposing either a method or a technique for safety. The second
most recurrent research contribution is architecture (21/58); those
studies present the fundamental concepts or properties related
to the safety of an MRS by reasoning on its elements, relation-
ships, and in the principles of its design and evolution ( ISO, 2011 ).
This result is interesting since it confirms that safety has been
treated as a system-level property by researchers, and that con-
sidering safety at a higher level of abstraction is a valuable and
effective strategy for attacking the problem. Other studies con-
tribute with the information, representations, and abstractions for
safety of MRSs ( model , 11/58), and developed tools or prototypes
for safety of MRS ( tools , 9/58). As a final consideration, no primary
study has as main contribution metrics , indexes, or measures to as-
sess certain properties of safety of MRSs. By following old adage
that what gets measured gets managed , working on safety-specific
metrics for MRSs can be an added value for the field and surely an
interesting research gap to be filled by future research. 
5.2. Safety management - application fields independence 
As shown in Fig. 7 b, almost all the primary studies are generic
with respect to any application field. This means that those stud-es are kind of orthogonal and can be applied to some extent to
ifferent types of robots, tasks to be performed, operational con-
exts, etc. For example, the authors of P9 achieved generality by
pplying the well-known abstraction and automation principles of
he Model-Driven Engineering paradigm (MDE, ( Schmidt, 2006 )).
y quoting their own words, their approach directly enables an
mplementation-independent reuse of the safety-related part of a
obot controller between different releases, since the RuBaSS declara-
ion does not need to change when the underlying software changes
except that names shared between RuBaSS rules and component in-
erfaces must be kept consistent). Moreover, the infrastructure can be
eused in a range of products: the code generator can be directly
eused whereas low-level interfaces to sensors and actuators will be
pecific to each robot. Safety-related customisation for the products is
hus mainly achieved at the higher level, using the safety language
P9). 
Application-specific approaches have been proposed in 8 primary
tudies (namely, P7, P9, P11, P39, P42, P50, P54, and P56), with
pplication fields ranging from health to domestic or industrial
obotics. 
It is important to know that application field independence is
trongly related to the level of abstraction of a given approach.
pecifically, a higher level of abstraction can result in a higher po-
ential for reuse across domains, thanks to the abstraction from
he low-level details and constraints of a specific domain. Also,
f an approach is independent from a specific domain, then po-
entially it may be used by a wider community, leading to higher
otential for cross-fertilization across disciplines (e.g., an obstacle
voidance algorithm for planetary exploration may be used and
dapted for terrestrial exploration), or even more bugs discovered
and potentially fixed) in the tool supporting the approach. Nev-
rtheless, having an approach specifically tailored to a given do-
ain (e.g., exploratory robots in wild areas) allows engineers to be
ore specialized when solving domain-specific issues (e.g., how to
anage the interaction with wild animals), potentially raising the
hances of industrial adoption in the short term. 
.3. Safety management - world knowledge 
It is important to identify the knowledge of the robot of the
nvironment in which the robot will operate. When we deal with
ulti-robots, the various robots might share the knowledge about
he environment in different ways. We believe these are important
spects that should be taken into account for having robots able to
erform everyday tasks in environments that, increasingly, will be
ncontrollable and only partially known. 
As shown in Fig. 6 a, most of the approaches (45/58) rely on a
ocal knowledge of the environment. This means that the knowl-
dge about the environment (including other robots involved in































































Safety management - abstraction levels. 
Level(s) Number of studies 
Requirements 3 
Requirements + Low-level design 8 
Architecture 9 
Architecture + Low-level design 3 
Architecture + Implementation 1 
Low-level design 28 


















































he mission) is local to each robot, without mechanisms to share
nowledge between different robots. 2 approaches have a central-
zed world knowledge, meaning that the knowledge of the overall
ystem is maintained by a centralized entity. 8 approaches have
ooperative world knowledge and this means that there are mech-
nisms to share knowledge between different robots that take part
n the mission. 
It is important to note that only two approaches with local
nowledge involve multi-robots, namely P43 and P51. This explains
hy we have a majority of approaches that rely on local knowl-
dge. In general, we might say that having a centralized world
nowledge in multi-robot systems might hamper the adoption of
ecentralized algorithms for (re)planning, issues resolution, and so
n. 
Managing the uncertainty of the environment where the con-
idered robot has to operate is an orthogonal aspect, which is
ross-cutting to those previously mentioned. Even though hav-
ng the availability of a complete model of the environment
epresents the ideal situation, in practice only partial and lim-
ted world models are possibly available and consequently, spe-
ialized techniques are needed to permit robots to work with
ncertain world knowledge. For instance, in Papp et al. (2008) au-
hors propose an approach for modeling cooperative intelligent
ehicles by means of modeling constructs enabling the specifica-
ion of uncertainty degrees for attributes of the modeled objects.
n Gheta et al. (2010) authors propose an approach to support
orld modeling for autonomous systems. The main characteristic
f the proposed technique is that “it models uncertainties by prob-
bilities, which are handled by a Bayesian framework including in-
tantiation, deletion and update procedures”. Recently, a novel ap-
roach has been proposed to deal with uncertainty of software
odels, by focusing on measurement uncertainty, and confidence
 Burgueño et al., 12018 ). However, dealing with uncertainty is a
ery challenging problem and an in-depth treatment of it is be-
ond the scope of this section, which is more focused on the way
orld knowledge is managed (e.g., locally or in a cooperative man-
er) and not on its content. 
.4. Safety management - mechanism 
Concerning this parameter we do not list the different mecha-
isms, but we categorize them as local, centralized or cooperative.
 mechanism is local if it is conceived to work on single robots,
ithout any cooperation, centralized if there is an entity manag-
ng the safety aspect of the system, or cooperative if safety mecha-
isms involve a cooperation between different robots. As shown in
ig. 6 b, most of the approaches (46/58) adopt local safety mecha-
isms, i.e. safety mechanisms that are conceived to work on single
obots, without any cooperation. This is expected since, as high-
ighted in Section 5.3 , most of these approaches focus on single
obots. The exceptions are P43 and P51 that deal with multiple
obots even though they have local safety mechanisms, and P54
hat has both local and centralized safety mechanisms. As can be
een in the figure only 1 approach has a centralized safety man-
gement mechanism. Instead, 8 approaches rely on cooperative
afety mechanisms, meaning that safety mechanisms involve a co-
peration between different robots. Finally, 4 approaches provide
o information about this aspect. 
.5. Safety management - abstraction levels 
When developing complex systems, abstraction is a key concept
o master complexity. In software engineering, the systems to be
eveloped are analyzed at different levels of complexity by focus-
ng on a few issues and aspects at a time. As shown in Fig. 6 c,he abstraction level of the safety management spans from re-
uirement till implementation. A requirements value means that
afety is considered when eliciting/specifying the requirements of
he system (e.g., generic safety rules written in a non-technical
ay). Architecture means that safety is considered at the architec-
ural level (e.g., they talk about architectural tactics, styles, archi-
ectural patterns, system infrastructure, communication topology, 
tc.). Low-level design means that safety is considered at the de-
ign level (e.g., design patterns, design models, etc.). Finally, im-
lementation means that safety is considered at the source code,
rogramming level. 
The majority of the approaches works at the design level that
eems to be the most appropriate level to reason and deal with
afety management. The design level is followed by the archi-
ecture level. In fact, as shown in Table 6 , 7 approaches address
afety at the implementation level and among them only 3 ap-
roaches exclusively address safety at the implementation level, 3
pproaches address safety also at the design level, and 1 at the ar-
hitecture level. This testifies that it might be difficult to manage
afety directly at the implementation level and it is more profitable
o deal with it at more abstract levels. 
.6. Safety management - separation of concerns 
As shown in Fig. 6 d, for the majority of the approaches (35/58),
he management of safety-specific issues (e.g., safety rules) is not
ept separated from the functional management of the robots (e.g.,
he mission). Keeping a separation of concerns means for instance
hat the approach prescribes a special layer for managing safety,
hich is totally separated from the rest of the system. Managing
omplex missions requires a clear separation of concerns between
afety and other aspects of the system. We consider that safety-
pecific objectives should be separated from the rest of the sys-
em because the nature of the safety objectives is different to the
ther objectives (e.g., mission objectives). Safety is considered as
 first class concern in MRSs which means that MRS should al-
ays satisfy the safety objectives, while the other concerns (e.g.
ission concerns) can be partially satisfied. That way a safety en-
ineer can focus on definition of safety-specific mechanisms that
re generic and independent from the functional behaviour of the
ystem, while, for example, an operator can focus on the mission
unctional specification. 
.7. Safety management - platform independent specification 
As shown in Fig. 6 e, for the high majority of the approaches
49/58), the specification of safety-specific aspects (e.g., safety con-
traints, properties, rules, invariants specifying assumptions about
ardware) is independent from the underlying platform (e.g., ROS,
ardware, operating system, etc.). This is a good characteristic of
he platform since this can enable reusability of software modules
cross various platforms. 
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Table 7 
































































p  5.8. Safety management - additional property types 
As shown in Fig. 6 f, most of the approaches deal with proper-
ties that are different from safety. In fact, 40 approaches deal with
additional properties, only one approach is exclusively focused on
safety, P3, and 17 papers do not provide information. Table 7 shows
the additional properties and adds a reference to primary stud-
ies that are addressing the specific properties. There is a big va-
riety of additional properties that are addressed by the primary
studies - 22 different additional properties considered by the 40
primary studies that consider additional properties. Performance
is the most addressed property, followed by functional correct-
ness. The motivations behind the interest on performance when
managing safety of MRSs can be manifold, including the need of
improving the non-functional properties of the software and hard-
ware components that are involved when reacting to unexpected
events. Similarly, functional correctness is an additional property
to be addressed for example when developing monitors that can
detect conditions that may lead to failures and thus need to take
corrective actions. 
5.9. System characteristics - openness 
In the context of this study, by open systems we mean those
systems that allow for entrance and exit of entities during mis-
sion execution ( Bucchiarone et al., 2013 ). Openness can improve
the dynamicity of the MRS, for example by allowing to let new
robots with better or new functionalities (or new human actors) to
get into the MSR or to let robots that have completed their tasks
to exit the MSR. As shown in Fig. 8 a, most of the approaches are
unable to deal with open systems (only 5 approaches, namely P2,
P22, P48, P49, P53, are able to deal with open systems). This im-
plies that most of the approaches that have been proposed are not
able to manage safety once the system evolves in terms of addi-
tion or removal of robots and/or other types of agents, including
humans. This is indeed an interesting research direction since sys-
tems of the near future will be necessarily characterised by open-ess, and it is often impossible to assess at design time the exact
oundaries and topology of the system. 
.10. System characteristics - context awareness 
As can be seen in Fig. 8 b, most of the approaches (41/58) deal
ith systems (including the robots) that are able to understand
ome key properties about the operational context of the robots
e.g., presence of obstacles, existence of other robots, etc.). 10 out
f 58 approaches do not provide information. Context awareness is
nother important characteristic to enable the adoption of robots
n real life scenarios, where often the operational environment is
partially) unknown and uncontrollable. 
.11. System characteristics - adaptiveness 
Fig. 8 c shows that 29/58 approaches have adaptiveness capa-
ilities. In the context of this study, adaptiveness means that the
ystem (including the robots) is able to adapt (e.g., behaviour
daptation, trajectory recalculation, goal renegotiation) in order
o find a solution depending on some change in the context
f the mission being performed (e.g., unexpected obstacles, soft-
are/hardware failures, mission redefinition by a human actor).
f all the possible adaptation alternatives are defined a-priori and
nalysed, then the system at runtime should be simply able to
safely” switch from one alternative to another. If at runtime the
ystem will encounter unplanned situations, then there should
e the transition towards emergency behaviours, opportunely
lanned and analysed. Adaptiveness might also require the use of
earning techniques that, instead of switching among pre-defined
lternative behaviours, will calculate at runtime what to do, for
nstance, by using machine learning algorithms. These techniques
re very promising for dealing with uncertainty and partial knowl-
dge in the environment, however, the use of machine learning for
afety critical systems is still open ( Mallozzi et al., 2018 ). 25/58
pproaches do not support this functionality, and 4 approaches
rovide no information. Adaptiveness might be considered in
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t  onjunction with context awareness since awareness of the context
s a required capability in order to support adaptiveness. 
.12. System characteristics - scene type 
This parameter aims to show how much of the safety ap-
roaches are tailored for specific scene types and how much of
hem are independent from the type of scene where the MRS is
erforming its mission. Fig. 8 d describes the ability of the sys-
em to work indoor (21/58), outdoor (16/58), or independent of
he scene (9/58). Some approaches provide no information in this
oncern (13/58). Please notice that we categorised an approach as
ndependent only if the approach explicitly mentions about its in-
ependence ability. In conclusion, the majority of the safety ap-
roaches are tailored to systems that perform in a specific scene
ype (indoor or outdoor) instead of having a more generalized
afety approach. 
.13. System characteristics - heterogeneous robots 
Another peculiar system characteristic is the capability of man-
ging teams consisting of robots of different types (e.g., robots
or grabbing objects, for video streaming, sensing and discovering
elevant information). According to Fig. 8 e most of the analyzed
ystems (46/58) do not have the capability of managing het-
rogeneous robots. Only 10 systems provide users with such a
unctionality, whereas 2 analyzed systems do not provide a clear
tatement about that. Hence, most safety approaches that are ad-
ressing team of robots are focused on homogeneous robots. 
.14. System characteristics - cardinality of robots 
Missions can be executed by one or more robots. Indeed the
anagement of different robots introduce additional challenges
ainly related to their collaboration and coordination. As shown
n Fig. 8 f most of the analyzed systems (45/58) support missionserformed by a single robot (e.g., self-driving car), while few of
hem deal with the management of multiple robots. Hence, main
ocus on safety approaches have been single robots. Researchers
hould consider proposing solutions that will address safety on a
eam level. 
.15. System characteristics - type of robots 
This parameter can have values in the set {TERRAIN, UNDER-
ATER, AERIAL, ACQUATIC, GENERIC}. If the authors of a primary
tudy explicitly claim that their proposed approach is specific to
 type of robots (e.g., UAVs), then we set the value of this pa-
ameter to the family of the specific type of robot (e.g., AERIAL);
f the authors of a primary study claim that their proposed ap-
roach is independent of the type of robots, the value of this pa-
ameter has been set to GENERIC. In order to manage different
inds of missions it is preferable that the used system provides
sers with functionalities that are robot independent. According
o the performed analysis, 7 out of 58 analysed systems are spe-
ific to terrain robots (see Fig. 8 g), 2 specifically conceived for
erial robots, and 1 for underwater robots. Most of the system are
eneric (47/58) and paper P40 does not provide any details about
he supported robot types. 
.16. System characteristics - platform 
Another aspect characterizing robotic systems is related to the
latform used for their implementation. For this parameter we
onsider (i) all the different frameworks that have been used in
he primary study for implementation (ex. ROS, OPROS), (ii) the
pecific standards on top on which the platforms are based (ex.
ORBA,) and (iii) tools on which they relay. Even though these
latforms address different aspects and perspectives of the sys-
em and different level of abstraction (from code to architecture)
e wanted to understand if there are specific frameworks used in
he domain that are more common than others. While performing
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the analysis, we counted 17 different platforms in addition to ad-
hoc ones. In Table 8 we show the most used platforms (at least
two occurrences). ROS is one of the most used platforms (13/58),
even though the majority of the analyzed primary studies propose
their ad-hoc technologies (20/58). Such numbers are justified by
the need of abstraction layers taming the complexity of writing
software for robotic systems. Even though ROS was explicitly de-
signed with such a goal, ad-hoc platforms are also employed e.g.,
to overcome limitations of ROS (e.g., scalability and reliability) that
might be critical for some application domains. 
5.17. Models - model-based specification 
Engineering mobile robotic systems has to take into account
several aspects that might go from requirement elicitation to the
specification of hardware characteristics. Consequently, the adop-
tion of model-based techniques can help developers in managing
the different aspects by increasing abstraction and enabling au-
tomation. Many approaches make use of models (42/58 as shown
in Fig. 9 a) for various purposes, e.g., to support the specification of
missions, safety constraints, hardware invariants, etc. Only 10 ap-
proaches do not make use of models for developing and using the
robotic systems at hand. 
5.18. Models - purpose of the specified models 
By continuing the discussion related to the previous point, the
adoption of models can be done for different purposes. Most of
the considered approaches (35/42 as shown in Fig. 9 b) adopt mod-
els for analysis purposes (e.g., feasibility assessment, mission exe-
cution time prediction, etc.). Some of them (7/42) use models forenerating the code of the modeled systems or to apply model-
o-model transformations (7/42) targeting models that are in the
orm, which is more convenient for the particular analysis task.
ome of the analyzed systems (5/42) use models at run-time e.g.,
o support the execution of the mission while it is executed. The
apers in the Other category are P15, P18, P29, P37, P41. In P15
odels are used to support the run-time and dynamic adaptation
f systems due to unforeseen environment changes. Adaptive sys-
ems are considered also in P18 and P29 that propose the adoption
f models to deal with fault tolerant aspects of the systems being
eveloped. Fault management is also the main topic of P37, which
dopts models for specifying systems consisting of multiple mobile
obots. P41 proposes the adoption of models for supporting the de-
elopment of autonomous systems, which have to be self-healing. 
.19. Standards - compliant standards 
Mobile robotic systems are very complex as testified also by the
umber of standards that are considered when developing them
see Table 9 ). According to Fig. 9 c 10/58 approaches are compli-
nt to standards that specifically target safety aspects. As shown
n Table 9 , each approach can adopt more than one standard de-
ending on the peculiar aspects of the system being developed.
or instance, P35 and P42 make use of 4 standards each. The for-
er, proposes an approach to develop safe control systems and as
 such it refers to the following standards: 
• IEC61508 – Functional Safety of Electrical/Electronic/
Programmable Electronic Safety-related Systems; 
• ISO10218 – Robots and robotic devices - Safety requirements for
industrial robots; 
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• ISO13855 – Safety of machinery - Positioning of safeguards
with respect to the approach speeds of parts of the human
body; 
• ANSI/RIA R15.06 – Industrial Robots and Robot Systems - Safety
Requirements. 
In P42 authors propose an approach to verify the correctness of
ision pipelines in agricultural settings with the aim of improving
he safety of the systems being developed. The proposed approach
onsiders the following standards: 
• ISO13482 – Robots and robotic devices - Safety requirements
for personal care robots; 
• ISO25119 – Tractors and machinery for agriculture and forestry
Safety-related parts of control systems; 
• ISO18497 – Agricultural machinery and tractors – Safety of
highly automated agricultural machines; 
• IEC61496 – Safety of machinery - Electro-sensitive protective
equipment. 
As it is possible to notice, the standards that are referred by
he existing approaches vary much depend on the particular appli-
ation domains where the considered robotic systems will be em-
loyed. 
.20. Hazards - unexpected environment hazards 
In order to employ mobile robotic systems in real contexts, it is
mportant that they have the capability of reacting to unexpected
nvironment threats, such as the presence of unpredicted obsta-
les, the presence of humans in the operating area, etc. We defineazard as an atomic event, situation, and/or object that brings an
navoidable danger or risk in mobile robotic systems. Hazards can
ave a variety of forms (ex. an internal fault of a robot, an un-
anted human behavior, an unexpected situation - dynamic ob-
tacle, an emergent behaviour raised from the cooperation and the
oordination of the robots and much more other situations coming
nternally from the system or externally from the environment). As
hown in Fig. 10 a, the majority of the analyzed systems (29/58)
mplement such a capability. The primary studies P3, P4, P8, and
38 do not give explicit information about that. In particular, P3
roposes an approach to support the diagnosis of complex sys-
ems. P4 discusses all the concepts that have to be taken into ac-
ount when designing autonomous systems by touching different
eculiar aspects like communication, control, and navigation. The
ocus of P8 is supporting testing activities when developing the
ontrol software for autonomous systems. With the aim of improv-
ng the quality of the software of robotic systems, P38 proposes
n approach to manage faults of components based on the OPRoS
latform. 
.21. Hazards - scope 
When considering unexpected environment hazards, systems 
an be distinguished with respect to their capability of managing
hreats impacting or due to a single robot (44/58 as according to
ig. 10 b), from those occurring because of the cooperation and co-
rdination of different robots. Only 9 out of 58 analyzed systems
re able to manage unexpected hazards coming from multi-robots
ystems. 
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i  5.22. Hazards - cardinality 
Another level of complexity related to the management of un-
expected environment hazards is related to the capability of the
system to manage one or multiple threats at a time. According to
the performed analyzed and as shown in Fig. 10 c, most of the an-
alyzed systems are able to deal with multiple hazards, whereas 14
out of 58 have the capability of managing only one hazard at a
time. Unfortunately, 12 primary studies do not provide explicit in-
formation about such characteristic. 
Highlights - Management of safety of mobile robotic systems 
(RQ1): 
A first contribution that we obtained when answering this re-
search question is a classification framework for identifying how
safety is managed. The classification framework is graphically rep-
resented as a three-like structure in Fig. 5 . This figure highlights
the aspects that, according to our primary studies, developers
should consider when engineering a safety management solution.
Here in the following we summarize these aspects. 
The majority of the primary studies propose new (mainly
generic) methods for achieving safety for MRSs. 
The vast majority of the primary studies manage safety by
relying on knowledge which is: (i) local to each robot and (ii) ex-
ploited to implement local safety mechanisms without any cooper-
ation with other robots. Some insights about the different methods
for achieving safety might be found in Fig. 11 . 
Safety is considered at different levels of abstraction, by span-
ning from requirement specification till implementation, even
though most of the approaches work at design level by making use
of different kinds of models. Safety-specific concerns are typically
specified in a platform- and robot-independent manner. Contrari-
wise, the actual management of safety is not kept separated from
the functional management of robots. 
Most of the primary studies do not seem to address safety in
case of different kinds of robots and of dynamic additions or re-
movals of robots and/or other agents. Context awareness is instead
implemented by the vast majority of the analysed studies, which
are able to sense some key properties of the considered opera-
tional context of robots, and consequently to implement adaptive-
ness capabilities in case of context changes. 
Few primary studies are able to manage safety for multi-robot
systems and the majority of the analysed approaches work atopf ad-hoc platforms, even though ROS is gaining more and more
omentum. 
Further research is still needed to overcome important limita-
ions of MRSs, in particular the capability of reacting to unexpected
nvironment hazards by still keeping safety under control. 
Developers of safety solutions might use the framework to se-
ect the technique or the approach that better matches the char-
cteristics of their system, as well as the nature of their hazards,
tc. 
ow safety is managed across application fields. Mobile robotic sys-
ems is a wide domain with many specific fields, such as ex-
loration missions, service robotics, self-driving vehicles. Totally
ifferent approaches can be applied for solving concerns that are
pecific for each application field. In order to provide guidance to
esearchers and practitioners on which application fields have been
oncretely investigated by researchers, in Table 10 we report the
pplication fields which have been considered during the evalu-
tion of the proposed approaches. Practitioners can consider this
able as an indication of research approaches that can be poten-
ially applied in real-world projects in specific application fields. 
We investigated whether the application field in which a given
pproach has been evaluated actually correlates with specific
haracteristics of the approach itself (e.g., do approaches evaluated
n the context of exploration missions manage self-adaptation in
he same way as approaches evaluated in the medical care field?).
o this goal, we analyzed the extracted data to explore the pos-
ible relation between the application field and all the parameters
onsidered when answering RQ1 (e.g., openness, context awareness,
ardinality of hazards ). This results in 19 pairs of parameters, where
he first one is always application field and the second one is one
f the parameters we considered in RQ1; for each pair, we built
 contingency table and evaluated the actual existence of possible
elations. In the following we report the main results of our anal-
sis. 
For what concerns the safety management , the majority of
he approaches relies on a local knowledge of the environment,
ith the only exceptions of search&rescue (3 approaches), service
obotics, waste cleanup (which rely on cooperative world knowl-
dge), and industrial robots, (which rely on a centralized world
nowledge). 
We noticed a similar trend when considering also the scope
f the safety mechanisms (i.e., local vs cooperative vs central-
zed), again with two exceptions (waste cleanup and service robots
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Fig. 11. Classification of the primary studies with respect to parameters of other secondary studies. 
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elying on cooperative mechanisms). When dealing with the con-
idered abstraction levels (e.g., architecture, low-level design, etc.),
e see a tendency aligned with the results of the vertical analy-
is (i.e., strong preponderance of low-level design), where architec-
ure is more considered when dealing with exploration missions
nd navigation tasks; interestingly, requirements are more consid-
red in the medical care and search&rescue application fields (2
pproaches each). We can trace the usage of requirements in the
edical domain to the need of certifications and standard com-
liance. The aspects related to separation of concerns, platform-
ndependent specification, and additional property types follow the
ame trends as their corresponding vertical analyses. 
When considering the characteristics of the proposed ap-
roaches, we report that openness, context awareness, and types,
eterogeneity, and cardinality of robots do not exhibit strong
rends with respect to the application field in which they have
een evaluated. The same applies for the other parameters re-
ated to the characteristics of the approaches, but with two no-
able exceptions. Firstly, approaches with adaptiveness capabili-
ies have been mostly evaluated in the context of generic robots
i.e., the evaluation has been carried out at an abstract level),
obots performing navigation tasks, self-driving vehicles, and ser-
ice robots. A different tendency has been observed when consid-
ring UAVs, where they have been always evaluated in the con-
ext of approaches without adaptiveness capabilities. This might
e a result from the safety-criticality of the domain. UAVs areart of a domain where strong safety regulations are needed to
e used in everyday life. They have a large variability space, so,
n many cases, guaranteeing their safety might be a complex and
ntractable process. Hence, we interpret this result in the follow-
ng way: most of the approaches that ensure safety for UAVs focus
n safety by construction, omitting adaptiveness capabilities. This
an lead to the conclusion that UAVs safety is mostly addressed
t design-time. Secondly, all approaches evaluated in the context
f self-driving vehicles are based on ad-hoc platforms. This can
ead to the conclusion that self-driving vehicles lack a standardized
latform, processes and tools for designing and analysing safety
pproaches. Furthermore, it is difficult to compare the different
pproaches across a variety of environments. We interpret the
ast observation as a clear indication of the need for standard-
zation of safety-related aspects in the field of self-driving ve-
icles, ranging from its hardware, software, and communication
erspectives. 
In the context of model-based approaches, we observed trends
ligned with the ones resulting from the vertical analysis, both in
erms of being model-based and the purposes of the considered
odels. The only strong exception is related to the fact that ser-
ice robotics have been evaluated mostly in non-model-based ap-
roaches. 
No surprising trends have been discovered when dealing with
tandard compliance; we can trace this absence of trends to the
ow number of primary studies conforming to safety standards. 















































































































i  Finally, hazards management does not exhibit strong correla-
tions with the application field in which the approaches have been
evaluated. The only exception is related to unexpected environ-
ment hazards, which have been notably considered in the context
of service robotics, medical care, and exploration robots. 
Classification of the primary studies with respect to parameters of
other secondary studies. To complement our classification frame-
work, we considered other secondary studies ( Guiochet et al.,
2017; Haddadin et al., 2017; Lasota et al., 2017 ) that are somehow
related to our work but that defined the parameters for managing
safety in a more top down approach, instead of extracting these
parameters from the considered primary studies. We then classi-
fied the analysed primary studies with respect to the parameters
identified in these secondary studies. The parameters are described
in Table 3 and the results of the classification is summarized in the
heatmap shown in Fig. 11 . 
It is important to notice that for each of these parameters we
just report a binary variable assessing whether the parameter is
evaluated positively or otherwise. For what concerns the first 4 pa-
rameters, i.e. the ones coming from Lasota et al. (2017) , control is
the most used ones (29 approaches out of 58) followed by plan-
ning (12 out of 58), predication (4 out of 58), and finally psycho-
logical (2 out of 58). We also crossed-tabulated the results with
the types of research contribution in Table 5 . As it is visible in the
heatmap in the figure, most of the approaches propose a method
and then an architecture. 
For what concerns the other four parameters, the ones coming
from Guiochet et al. (2017) , many approaches support fault toler-
ance (28 out of 58), fault prevention (24 out 58), and fault removal
(23 out of 58). Few approaches support fault forecasting (11 out of
58). Most of the approaches propose methods and interestingly, ar-
chitecture solutions are popular for what concerns fault tolerance. 
For what concerns the remaining seven parameters coming
from Haddadin et al. (2017) , the most common solutions are into
precollision (18 of 58), detection (18 out of 58), reaction (15 out
58), and identification (12 out of 58). Few are into classification (9
out of 58), isolation (4 out 58), and postcollision (4 out 58). Again
no surprises here, most of the approaches propose methods and
some architectures. The remaining research contributions are not
very representative. 
A complete description of the parameters identified in the other
secondary studies and the raw data we extracted for each of them
are available in the replication package of this study. 
6. Potential for industrial adoption (RQ2) 
In this section we will discuss the results on how existing re-
search on safety for mobile robotic systems can be potentially
adopted in real industrial projects. 
6.1. Applied research method 
As discussed in Petersen et al. (2015) and Wieringa et al. (2006) ,
from a high-level perspective a research solution can be assessed
by means of two main research methods: validation and evaluation .
Concretely, validation focuses on specific properties of the proposed
solution and it is done in a controlled setting or in the lab; eval-
uation aims at investigating on the new situation brought by the
proposed solution and it takes place in real-world (industrial) con-
texts. In the context of this study, evaluation potentially provides a
higher level of evidence about the practical applicability of a pro-
posed approach for safety of mobile robotic systems. 
As shown in Fig. 12 a, the vast majority of our primary studies
provides only a validation of the proposed approach (55/58). This
result is a clear call for researchers on safety for mobile roboticystem for assessing their approaches on real-world industrial con-
exts, potentially leading to a smoother technology transfer of their
roposed research. As a starting point for achieving this result we
an get inspired by the three primary studies presenting a thor-
ugh evaluation of the proposed approach, they are briefly dis-
ussed in the following: 
• P17 - The goal of this approach is to avoid failures of a ROS-
based robotic system under various scenarios. By starting from
a known training set, it automatically performs inference and
monitoring of specialized invariants during the lifetime of the
system. The approach has been evaluated in the context of two
case studies. The first case study is about a real UAV (i.e., an As-
cending Technologies Hummingbird) landing on a moving plat-
form (realized as an iRobot Create with a mounted landing
platform) under different scenarios (e.g., normal, wind blow-
ing, fragile platform, occupied platform, false airport), whereas
the second case study is about a water sampling UAV, where
a combination of ultrasonic, air-pressure, GPS, and conductivity
sensors are used. 
• P54 - This approach makes use of model-based testing and di-
agnosis for supporting the dependability of autonomous robots
along the whole life cycle. The approach has been evaluated
in the context of a real industrial installation of autonomous
transport robots in a warehouse; the system includes a fleet
of individual autonomous robots, a conveyor for transportation,
and a central station. 
• P57 - This approach presents HAZOP-UML, a method for the
safety analysis of human-robot interaction; the method sup-
ports safety analysts in specifying dynamic models of the sys-
tem in UML, and in identifying hazards, recommendations, and
hypotheses of possible deviations of the system from the spec-
ified dynamic models. The approach has been evaluated by re-
cruiting professional safety analysts and letting them apply the
proposed approach on three different case studies involving (i)
an assistive robot for the autonomous movement of the elderly,
(ii) a KUKA Omnirob mobile robot with a KUKA Light Weight
Robot arm used in workshops or factories with human workers,
and (iii) a custom robot capable of navigating autonomously
within a manufacturing setting while avoiding human workers,
and taking and placing part boxes either on shelves or on its
own base. 
.2. Validation/evaluation strategies 
The analyzed studies apply different strategies for assessing
heir proposed approaches, independently of whether they are
erformed in the context of validation or evaluation research.
ore specifically, our analysis revealed the following assessment
trategies (in order of potential realism): (i) proof of concept im-
lementation running on simple examples, (ii) simulation-based
xecution and experimentation of the system, (iii) laboratory ex-
eriment where real robots are used but in a controlled environ-
ent, and (iv) realized system deployed and running in real envi-
onment. 
As shown in Fig. 12 b, the majority of the studies assess the
pproach in the lab (18/58), followed by proof of concept and
imulation-based validations (18/58), and experiments on real de-
loyments (4/58). 
It goes without saying that validating research results in a real
eployment is the best case in terms of potential for industrial
doption, and the authors of 4 studies managed to achieve this
ery ambitious goal (P17, P45, P54, P57). Nevertheless, we have
lso to acknowledge that in some cases this kind of strategy is
ot practical if not feasible, for example in large-scale systems
nvolving safety issues (e.g., a fleet of flying drones in a tactical
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Rigor assessment criteria ( Ivarsson and Gorschek, 2011 ). 
Criteria Description 
Context Is the context described to the degree where a reader can 
understand and compare it to another context? 
Study design Is the study design described to the degree where a reader can 
understand its main parts, e.g., variables, treatments, etc.? 
Validity Is the validity and threats of the study discussed and measured 
in details? nvironment). These are the situations were laboratory experi-
ents may be performed in a more manageable manner. Also, it is
mportant to say that recently simulation environments are gain-
ng a lot of attention thanks to the great advances they are mak-
ng in terms of realism of the simulation, configurability, and pos-
ibility to run software- or hardware-in the loop simulations. The
atter are enabled by the high level of decoupling provided by plat-
orms or communication middleware like ROS, where engineers
an use the same software stack as the one used in real deploy-
ents, while simulating only the components depending on the
eal world (e.g., drivers for the GPS, accelerometers). 
The relatively high number of strategies based on proofs of
oncept (18/58) is somehow disappointing, specially in light of
odays wide availability of software platforms, simulators, and low-
ost hardware components. Assessing a scientific result via a sim-
le proof of concept and an example is not acceptable anymore
n our research community. We expect that in future researchers
n safety for mobile robots will move on from this comfort zone
nd will start providing more tangible (empirical) results and
enchmarks about the performance of their proposed solutions.
his will surely boost the potential for industrial adoption of our
esearch. 
.3. Technology readiness level (TRL) 
The purpose of the TRL is to objectively assess the maturity of
 particular technology ( Mankins, 1995 ) on a scale ranging from 1
minimum) to 9 (maximum). In order to keep the data extraction
ctivity manageable and less time consuming, in the context of this
ork we classify the TRL of each primary study on a 3-levels scale:
i) low TRL (i.e., TRL ≤ 4), where a technology is either formulated,
alidated or demonstrated at most in lab, (ii) medium TRL (i.e., 5 ≤
RL ≤ 6), where a technology is either validated or demonstrated
n a relevant environment, and (iii) high TRL (i.e., TRL ≥ 7), where
he technology is either completed, demonstrated, or proven in op-
rational environment. 
Fig. 12 c shows the distribution of the TRL levels of our primary
tudies. The obtained results are self explicative, the majority of
pproaches (53/58) have a low readiness level, whereas only two
f them are in the medium (P51, P53) and high (P17, P54, P57)
evels of TRL. This is a confirmation of the results about the eval-
ation and validation strategies; again, if we aim at making our
esearch products adoptable by industry, we will need to work on
heir technological readiness with well tested and designed tools,
nd realistic experimentation. .4. Rigor and industrial relevance 
As discussed in Section 3.3 , we extracted data related to
igor and industrial relevance of the primary studies by applying
he well-defined classification model introduced by Ivarsson and
orschek (2011) . Specifically, we (i) read in details each primary
tudy, with a special focus on the sections related to the evalua-
ion of the proposed approach, (ii) assigned a score to each criteria
elated to rigor and industrial relevance by carefully applying the
coring rubric proposed in Ivarsson and Gorschek (2011 , Section 3),
nd (iii) identified outliers in terms of total scores and manually
hecking and discussing them in order to identify possible errors
n the score assignments. This activity has been performed itera-
ively by two researchers in collaboration, with the help of a third
ne in case of conflicts or unclear situations. 
Rigor is defined as the precision, exactness, or correctness
f use of the research method applied in a scientific work
 Ivarsson and Gorschek, 2011 ). Intuitively, an experiment reported
n such a way that its operational context is defined, its design is
lear, and its threats to validity are explicitly discussed has higher
igor than an informal description of a running example. The main
ationale for considering rigor in our research is that a primary
tudy with high rigor is easier and more straightforward to be as-
essed by practitioners. Based on Ivarsson and Gorschek (2011) , the
igor of each primary study has been assessed according to the
riteria in Table 11 , where each criteria can be scored with the fol-
owing score levels: strong (1 point), medium (0.5 point), weak (0
oints). Thus, a primary study can have a rigor score ranging from
 to 3. 
The upper part of Fig. 13 shows how the considered primary
tudies are distributed in terms of total rigor score. Here we can
otice that the majority of primary studies (42/58) have a score
etween 0.5 and 1.5, with a mean of 1.27. Also, only 5 studies have
 rigor score above 2 (P2, P31, P33, P44, P47). This result is already
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Industrial relevance assessment criteria ( Ivarsson and Gorschek, 2011 ). 
Criteria Description 
Subjects Are subjects used in the evaluation representative (real 
robots)? 
Context Is the evaluation performed in a representative setting 
(e.g., real deployment environment)? 
Scale Is the scale of the applications used in the evaluation of 
realistic size (e.g., size of the operational environment, 
number of involved robots)? 
Research method Does the applied research method facilitate the 
investigation of real situations (e.g., an industrial case 
study)? quite interesting: it clearly shows that researchers on safety for
mobile robots should improve in terms of rigor (e.g., precision and
correctness) when evaluating their research results. It also means
that the majority of evaluations performed in our primary studies
are either (i) experiments where rigor-related aspects are poorly
reported or (ii) simple applications of the proposed approaches to
toy examples. This is a clear call to researchers in the field to both
better report their experiments and to focus on key aspects of the
proposed approach (e.g., managed hazards, types and quality of
safety-related solutions), rather than simply illustrating its appli-
cation to an example. 
In order to better understand this phenomenon, we dig into the
scores of all the criteria for rigor of evaluation. As shown in the
lower part of Fig. 13 , the context and the study design are per-
forming quite well, with the majority of studies falling within the
medium/strong score levels. The real problem with rigor lies in the
identification and reporting of the validity of the performed eval-
uations; indeed during this research we seldom noticed that the
threats to validity of the performed experiment have been thor-
oughly discussed. To understand if the data extracted from the
primary studies really reflects the conclusion and results of the
authors, we contacted the first authors of each primary study and
we incorporated their comments in our findings. Of course, under-
standing how valid the results of an evaluation/experiment are is
a fundamental aspect for the adoptability of a proposed approach.
As a solution, we suggest researchers to carefully consider all the
potential threats to validity of their performed evaluations and to
explicitly report them; as suggested in Wohlin et al. (2012) , this
activity should be already carried out in the planning phase of an
evaluation/experiment. Also, for easing the design, understanding
and replicability of the performed evaluations, it is suggested to
structure the discussion of threats to validity according to well-
known classification schemes, such as the one by Cook and Camp-
bell ( Cook et al., 1979 ). 
Industrial relevance refers to the realism of the evaluation of
an approach, and determines the potential relevance of its results
for industry ( Ivarsson and Gorschek, 2011 ). Intuitively, an experi-
ment involving a large number of professionals as subjects and de-
ploying the robots in a real operational environment has a higher
industrial relevance with respect to a software simulation per-
formed in a research lab. Table 12 shows the criteria we used for assessing the industrial
elevance of each primary study. In conformance with Ivarsson and
orschek (2011) , we assessed a primary study for each industrial
elevance criterion as either strong (1 point) or weak (0 points). A
rimary study can have an industrial relevance score ranging from
 to 4. 
Similarly to the rigor score, the distribution of the primary
tudies with respect to their total industrial relevance score is not
howing good results. Indeed, referring to the upper part of Fig. 14 ,
he majority of primary studies (54/58) scores lower than 2. If we
oom into the specific criteria, in the lower part of Fig. 14 we can
otice that research on safety for mobile robots suffers in terms of
he context, scale, and research method dimensions. More specifi-
ally, it emerged that almost all primary studies do not report on
he evaluation of the proposed approach in a representative setting
 context criterion, 45 studies), with a realistic size ( scale criterion,
4 studies), or facilitating a real investigation ( research method, 54
tudies). It is important to point out that we are not evaluating
he validity of an approach in this way, but these are all aspects
hat researchers should take into consideration if their aim is to
evelop methods that should be adopted in real industrial settings.
n a positive side, the subjects score has a good performance. Re-
earchers achieved this result by using in many cases real robots
or their evaluations. This can be seen as a consequence of oppor-
unities opened by open software/hardware platforms for robotics,
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aking them accessible at low prices and with the needed level of
onfigurability. 
.5. Industry involvement 
In this section we aim at characterizing the involvement
f practitioners into research studies on safety for mobile
obots. Inspired by the classification used in a previous work
 Di Francesco et al., 2017 ), we categorize each primary study as:
cademic if all authors are affiliated with universities or research
enters, industrial if all authors are affiliated with some companies,
r a mix of the previous two categories. It is important to note that
he number of involved industrial authors can be considered as an
pper bound, as an industrial affiliation does not strictly mean that
ndustry was actively involved in the performed research. 
Fig. 15 shows that almost all primary studies contribute with
n academic-only perspective (52/58). Then, only 5 studies con-
ribute with a mixed perspective and only one study provides an
ndustry-only perspective. This result is somehow aligned with the
nalysis of the previous aspects and it clearly shows the low in-
olvement of industrial partners in research on safety for mobile
obotic systems. This result is a sign of a missed opportunity; re-
earch on this research area seems to have been performed in iso-
ation with respect to the industrial perspective, which may bring
ew relevant problems to be solved and a much clear picture of
he state of the practice in the field. Researchers and practitioners
n safety for mobile robots should work together on creating bet-
er synergies and cooperation plans so that research will be per-
ormed on industrially relevant problems and new research meth-
ds, technologies and tools will smoothly transition from academia
o industry ( Wohlin et al., 2012 ). 
ighlights - Industrial adoption of existing approaches for 
afety of MRSs (RQ2) 
The technology readiness level showed that most of the ap-
roaches are not mature enough to be used in real industry set-
ings. Most of the primary studies validated the proposed ap-
roaches in the lab and very few considered real deployments.
his can be enough as a proof of concept, however, more work
s needed in order to use these approaches in robotic applica-
ions that are supposed to be used in real environments. More-
ver, most of the approaches do not provide an identification and
eporting of the validity of the performed evaluations; indeed dur-
ng this research we seldom noticed that the threats to valid-
ty of the performed experiment have been thoroughly discussed.
n other words, important efforts have to be spent to transfer
he approaches, that currently were validated by means of proof-
f-concept implementations, to real-world industrial contexts. Ac-
ording to our experience, an effective way to reach this objective
s to have a more significant involvement of industrial partners in
he development and validation of techniques and approaches for
he management of safety for MRSs. Additionally, the involvementf industrial partners is only a necessary but not sufficient con-
ition for successfully transferring a research product into indus-
ry; at least setting up a proper documentation, tool support, and
 concrete knowledge transfer plan are evenly important activities,
hich should be proactively pursued by researchers. 
. Emerging challenges on safety for MSRs (RQ3) 
In this section we discuss the main findings of the paper as well
s their implications for future research. 
.1. Single vs multi-robots 
As discussed in Section 5.14 , most of the primary studies focus
n a single robot (45/58). We acknowledge that there is the need
f solutions to manage safety at the level of single robot, however,
here is also the need of approaches that deal with multiple robots.
n fact, the collaborative smart robots market size is expected to
each USD 1.07 billion by 2020 whereas the software market size
or smart robots is expected to grow at a CAGR of 30.24% from
015 to 2020 ( Smart Robots Market, 2015 ). 
As implication for future research, we highlight the need of
olutions addressing safety when multiple robots need to collab-
rate with each other in order to accomplish complex missions.
hese approaches might require cooperative safety management
echanisms (see Section 5.4 ) and cooperative or centralized world
nowledge (see Section 5.3 ). 
.2. Openness and capability to cope with uncertainty 
In the near future, MRSs will be used in tasks of everyday life.
his means that often MRSs will be used in unknown or par-
ially unknown environments that might be shared with humans
r other robots. This will require context awareness, and most of
he approaches in our primary studies (41/58) have these capabil-
ties (see Section 5.10 ), and adaptiveness capabilities to changing
nvironments. As shown in Section 5.11 , 25/58 approaches do not
upport adaptiveness capabilities and 4 approaches provide no in-
ormation. Moreover, as shown in Section 5.9 , only 5 approaches
ut of 58 are able to deal with open systems, meaning that in
hose cases new robots or human actors can be added at runtime. 
As implication for future research, the adoption of MRSs in
asks of everyday life will require more investigation in adaptive-
ess capabilities as well as in dealing with open systems. In the
ase of MRSs will need to deal with partially known and uncon-
rollable environments, machine learning seems to be a promising
olution that is getting increasing attention. However, the use of
achine learning in safety-critical domains is still an open prob-
em and innovative solutions are needed. A promising approach
s to combine machine learning with run-time verification tech-
iques ( Mallozzi et al., 2018 ). 
.3. Compliance to standards 
MRSs are very complex systems and consequently advanced
echniques and tools are needed for supporting their development.
specially for critical systems, safety represents a crucial aspect to
e managed since the early stages of development. In this respect,
ver the last decade several standards have been issued to manage
RSs safety. As shown in Table 9 , dozens of standards are avail-
ble for safety. Each application domain has its own specificities
nd this might justify the need of dedicated standards. Following
his reasoning, in the future we might have the definition of fur-
her standards due to the increasing adoption of robotic systems in
ifferent application scenarios. 
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7.4. Adoption of model-driven engineering for robotic systems 
Model-Driven Engineering refers to the systematic use of mod-
els as first-class entities throughout the software engineering life
cycle. The objective is to increase productivity and reduce time
to market by enabling the development of complex systems by
means of models defined with concepts that are much less bound
to the underlying implementation technology and are much closer
to the problem domain. According to our study, models are cur-
rently used in the domain of robotic systems for different purposes
e.g., to support the specification of missions to be executed by
robots, safety constraints, etc. Most of the analysed approaches (38
out of 48) take advantage of models for performing analysis tasks
since the early stages of development. This is justified by the fact
that design-time models help the understanding of complex prob-
lems and their potential solutions through abstractions. As also en-
visioned by the Robotics 2020 – Multi-Annual Roadmap, 8 for the
future we foresee the exploitation of run-time models, which will
be used to support monitoring and diagnosis of robots, to explain
what robots are doing during the execution of defined missions,
and even to perform dynamic adaptations that might occur after
MSR missions are started. To this end, the main challenge that
should be investigated in the future is the proper management
of MSR run-time models and the possibility to trace them back
to design ones. For instance, the MegaM@aRt2 EU ECSEL project 9 
is conceiving techniques and tools for supporting the traceabil-
ity across different layers of complex cyber-physical systems rang-
ing from highly specialized engineering design models to low-level
log entries. Traceability tools are being developed in the project
in order to preserve and exploit traceability information between
different layers of abstraction, notably to provide developers with
reusable feedback from runtime to design time. Thus a method-
ological loop (supported by megamodeling and model transforma-
tion techniques) between models at design-time and run-time lev-
els is under investigation in the MegaM@aRt2 project with the fi-8 https://www.eu- robotics.net/cms/upload/downloads/ppp- documents/ 
Multi-Annual _ Roadmap2020 _ ICT-24 _ Rev _ B _ full.pdf . 





al aim of supporting model-based continuous development and
alidation of large and complex systems ( Afzal et al., 2018 ). 
.5. Rigor and industrial relevance 
As discussed in Section 6.4 , the majority of evaluations in safety
or robotic systems lack both rigor and relevance. This result is
ven more evident when considering these two dimensions to-
ether. The bubble chart in Fig. 16 graphically shows the aggrega-
ion of rigor and industrial relevance of the primary studies. Here
he majority of the primary studies falls in the lower-left quadrant,
ighlighting the lack of both rigor and industrial relevance. Given
he situation, in the following we propose a set of strategies for
mproving the evaluation of robotic systems in terms of both rigor
i.e., moving ↑ in Fig. 16 ) and industrial relevance (i.e., moving →
n Fig. 16 ): 
• improve the design of the performed experiments by, e.g., for-
malizing the safety hazards being considered, explicitly defin-
ing the dependent/independent variables of their experiments,
identifying sound statistical analyses of the obtained data ( ↑ ); 
• elaborate on and discuss potential threats to validity before and
after evaluating the robotic system ( ↑ ); 
• improve the measurement precision when performing experi-
ments involving both the software and hardware parts of the
robots ( ↑ ); 
• carefully select the software and hardware platforms for the
evaluation, preferably using real robots ( → ); 
• carefully select realistic operational environments where the
robots will be deployed ( → ); 
• push towards large-scale, or at least realistic-scale evaluations,
involving a realistic number of robots and involved human
users, this is especially true for swarm and multi-robot systems
( → ); 
• when possible, push towards investigating real situations in-
volving industrial partners, practitioners, and in-the-field oper-
ators ( → ). 
Researchers can use the above mentioned strategies to ensure
n adequate rigor and relevance when planning the evaluations of
pproaches for safety of robotic systems. 





























































































































10 http://cs.gssi.it/safetyMRSReplicationPackage . .6. Software engineering and robotics 
As stated by the H2020 Multi-Annual Robotics Roadmap ICT-
016 ( H2020, 2016 ), in the production of software for robotic sys-
ems “usually there are no system development processes (high-
ighted by a lack of overall architectural models and methods). This
esults in the need for craftsmanship in building robotic systems
nstead of following established engineering processes.” The use
f ad-hoc development processes in general, and software engi-
eering approaches in particular, hampers reuse and complicates
he configurability of existing solutions. This justifies the need
f systematic approaches, methods, and tools to (i) easily config-
re robots, or provide them with self-configuration capabilities,
ii) specify robotic tasks in an easy and user-friendly way, and
iii) make the robots able to take decisions on their own to man-
ge unpredictable situations. This shifts towards well-defined en-
ineering approaches will stimulate component supply-chains and
ignificantly impact the robotics marketplace. 
Even though there is a growing interest (see Section 4 ), the
ommunity of software engineering and robotic is still not con-
olidated. This is testified by the extreme fragmentation of the
argeted publication venues, as discussed in Section 4 . There are
ome workshops and initiatives in the direction of creating a
ommunity around software engineering and robotics, such as
he International Workshop on Robotics Software Engineering
RoSE’18), colocated with ICSE2018, which attracted at the first
dition more than 30 participants, the international workshop
n Domain-Specific Languages and Models for Robotic Systems
DSLRob), the series of workshops on Model-Driven Robot Soft-
are Engineering (MORSE), the Journal of Software Engineering for
obotics (Joser), the International Conference on Robotic Comput-
ng (IRC) and a recent technical briefing at ICSE on software engi-
eering for robotic systems ( Ciccozzi et al., 2017 ). However, more
ork is needed in order to create a proper community on this
opic. 
ighlights - What are the main emerging challenges for future 
esearch on safety for mobile robotics systems? (RQ3) 
We found that most of the approaches surveyed in this study
ocus on a single robot. Therefore, when multiple robots need
o collaborate each other in order to accomplish complex mis-
ions, it emerges then the need of solutions addressing safety for
RSs. 
Many of the surveyed approaches do not support adaptiveness
apabilities and most of them are not able to deal with systems
upporting the addition and removal of robots, human actors, etc.
t runtime. Tasks of everyday life will require more investigation
n safety-oriented adaptiveness capabilities of MRSs. 
Many domain-specific standards related to safety are currently
vailable. However, only a minority of the surveyed approaches
re compliant to standards targeting safety aspects. Consequently,
hen developing a robotic system, specific standards have to be
aken into account to make it compliant to them and safe for the
onsidered application domain. 
The majority of evaluations in safety for robotic systems lack
oth rigor and relevance. Therefore, there is the need of new
trategies to better support and planning the evaluations of ap-
roaches for safety of robotic systems. 
Even though there is a growing interest and some relevant ini-
iatives, the community of Software Engineering for robotics is still
ot consolidated. The challenge for the research community is to
romote a shift towards well-defined engineering approaches able
o stimulate component supply-chains and significantly impact the
obotics marketplace. . Threats to validity 
The quality of our research has been ensured by defining
 complete research protocol beforehand, by letting it assess
y independent reviewers, and by conducting research follow-
ng well-accepted guidelines of systematic review/mapping study
 Kitchenham and Charters, 2007; Petersen et al., 2015; Wohlin
t al., 2012 ). Also, to allow independent replication and verification
f our study, a complete replication package is publicly available 10 
o interested researchers. Our replication package includes the re-
iew protocol, the list of all considered and selected studies, the
escription of the parameters for the data extraction activity (i.e.,
he data extraction form), the raw extracted data, and the R scripts
or data analysis. 
In the following we discuss how we considered and mitigated
he potential threats to validity of our study by following the
ook and Campbell classification framework for threats to valid-
ty ( Wohlin et al., 2012 ). 
Conclusion validity : Conclusion validity refers to the relation-
hip between the extracted and synthesized data and the produced
ap and findings ( Wohlin et al., 2012 ). 
In order to mitigate possible conclusion biases, first of all we
ystematically defined the search string of our automatic search
see Section 3.2 ) and we documented all the steps of our research
n a publicly available research protocol. This allows third-party re-
earchers to replicate our study independently. 
Moreover, we documented and we used a rigorously defined
ata extraction form, so that we have been able to reduce pos-
ible biases that may happen during the data extraction process;
lso, in so doing the data extraction process can be considered as
onsistent and relevant to our research questions. 
On the same line, the classification framework may be an-
ther source of threats to the conclusion validity of our study;
ndeed, other researchers may identify classification frameworks
ith different facets and attributes. In this context, we are mitigat-
ng this bias by (i) performing an external evaluation by indepen-
ent researchers who are not directly involved in our research (see
ection 3 , and (ii) having the data extraction process conducted by
he principle researcher and validated by the secondary researcher.
Internal validity : Internal validity is concerned with the degree
f control of our study design with respect to potential extraneous
ariables influencing the study itself. 
In this case, having a rigorously defined protocol with a rigor-
us data extraction form helped in mitigating biases related to the
nternal validity of our research. Also, for what concerns the data
nalysis validity, the threats are minimal since we employed only
escriptive statistics when dealing with quantitative data. When
onsidering qualitative data, we systematically applied the key-
ording method for transforming qualitative data into quantitative
ata. Finally, 10 primary studies have been randomly selected and
wo researchers checked whether the results were consistent, in-
ependently from the researcher performing the extraction; more-
ver, each disagreement has been discussed and resolved, together
ith a third researcher, when needed. 
Construct validity : Construct validity concerns the validity of
xtracted and synthesized data with respect to our research ques-
ions. Construct validity concerns the selection of the primary
tudies with respect to how they really represent the population
n light of what is investigated according to the research ques-
ions. 
Firstly, we are reasonably confident about the construction of
he search string used in our automatic search since the used
erms (e.g., safety, mobile robotic system, etc.) have been piloted




























































































































o  in preliminary searches (using the IEEE Xplore library); also, the
chosen terms of the search string have been evaluated by the
reviewers of our research protocol beforehand. As described in
Section 3.2 , the automatic search has been performed on mul-
tiple electronic databases to get relevant studies independently
of publishers’ policies and business concerns. The used electronic
databases cover the area of software engineering well ( Brereton
et al., 2007; Dyba et al., 2007 ), and we are reasonably confident
that this applies also to safety for mobile robotic systems from the
software engineering point of view. As highlighted along the entire
paper, the focus of this work is on software aspects, this is why
the selection of these databases is appropriate. Moreover, domains
different from robotics might be relevant to study safety aspects,
however, we leave these aspects out of this study since opening
to other domains would bring easily to an intractable number of
papers to be considered. 
Moreover, we complemented the automatic search with the
snowballing activity performed in stage 3 of our study search and
selection process (see Fig. 2 ), thus making us even more confident
about the search strategy of this study. Since our automated search
strategy actually relies on the quality of the used search engines
and on how researchers write their abstracts, the set of primary
selected studies has been extended by means of the multi-step
snowballing procedure (see stage 2 in Fig. 2 ). 
After having collected all relevant studies from the auto-
matic search, we rigorously screened them according to well-
documented inclusion and exclusion criteria (see Section 3.2 ); this
selection stage has been performed by the principle researcher, un-
der the supervision of the secondary researcher. Also, in order to
assess the quality of the selection process, both principle and sec-
ondary researchers assessed a random sample of studies, and the
inter-researcher agreement has be statistically measured with good
results (see Section 3.2 ). Because of all the above mentioned strate-
gies for mitigating possible threats to the construct validity of our
research, we are reasonably confident that we unlikely missed po-
tentially relevant studies. 
Finally, we are aware that when analyzing the potential for in-
dustrial adoption (RQ2) we focus only on the information reported
in the primary studies (for example, we do not consider knowl-
edge transfer activities/events/initiatives around each proposed re-
search). Even though the applied research methods, TRL level, rigor,
industrial relevance, and industry involvement may be good indi-
cators for the potential for industrial adoption of a research prod-
uct in robotics, in this study we are not considering other evenly
important factors such as: setting up a proper documentation, pur-
suing a stable tool support, building a wide and motivated com-
munity, or designing an effective knowledge transfer plan. Those
aspects fall outside the scope of this study and can be targeted by
future studies. 
External validity : It concerns the generalizability of the pro-
duced map and of the discovered findings ( Wohlin et al., 2012 ). To
mitigate the threat of possible misunderstanding the conclusions
from the primary studies, we contacted the first authors of each
primary study and presented to them our mapping study. This way
we were able to confirm that the data we extracted from the pri-
mary studies reflects the authors’ findings. All their comments that
were in line with the direction of our paper were thoroughly dis-
cussed and incorporated. 
In our research, the most severe threat related to external va-
lidity consists in having a set of primary studies that is not repre-
sentative of the whole research on safety for mobile robotic sys-
tems. In order to mitigate this possible threat, we employed a
search strategy consisting of both automatic search and double-
step snowballing of the primary selected studies. Also, having a set
of well-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria contributed to the
external validity of our study. Moreover, only studies published in the English language have
e selected in our search process. This decision may result in a
ossible threat to validity because potentially important primary
tudies published in other languages have not been selected in our
esearch. However, the English language is the most widely used
anguage for scientific papers, so this bias can be reasonably con-
idered as minimal. 
Similarly, grey literature (e.g., white papers, not-peer-reviewed
cientific publications) is not included in our research; this poten-
ial bias is intrinsic to our study design, since we want to focus
xclusively on the state of the art presented in high-quality scien-
ific papers, and thus undergoing a rigorous peer-reviewed publica-
ion process is an accepted requirement for this kind of scientific
orks. 
. Related work 
In this section we discuss those secondary studies which com-
letely or partially are addressing the topic of safety in MRSs. 
The authors of Tadele et al. (2014) present a general survey of
arious publications that focus on mechanical design and actua-
ion, controller design and safety criteria and metrics used to val-
date safety of a domestic robot during unexpected collisions be-
ween a robot and a human user, without elaborating the separate
apers in details. Furthermore, the focus on the survey is on the
echanical and controller design, while not taking in considera-
ion safety from a software engineering point of view. 
A review about Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is presented
n Goodrich and Schultz (2007) . It attempts to identify the key
hemes and challenges from multiple perspectives, as HRI requires
nderstanding and comprehension of multiple domains related to
eople, robotics, design, cognitive psychology etc. 
A survey investigating safety issues in human-robot interactions
s proposed in Vasic and Billard (2013) . It starts with a review of
afety issues in industrial settings, then shifting focus on safety is-
ues related to mobile robots that operate in dynamic and unpre-
ictable environments. It gives general ideas and directions of pos-
ible hazards and methods used for risk reduction, pointing out
isks being introduced with the development of modern robotic
ystems. 
Lasota et al. (2017) presents a survey of methods for safe
uman-robot interaction. It discusses a variety of methods rang-
ng from physical contact to adverse psychological effects resulting
rom unpleasant or dangerous interaction. The works are classified
nto four major categories: safety through control, motion plan-
ing, prediction, and consideration of psychological factors. 
The authors of Guiochet et al. (2017) present survey on depend-
bility techniques used for increasing safety in robots. The survey
eviews the main issues, research work and challenges in the field
f safety-critical robots, linking up concepts of dependability and
obotics. 
Finally, the authors of Alami et al. (2006) present the state
f the art and enlighten a number of challenges in the field of
afe and dependable physical human-robot interaction undertaken
ithin two projects: PHRIDOM (Physical Human-Robot Interaction
n Anthropic Domains) and PHRIENDS (Physical Human-Robot In-
eraction: dependability and safety). Results from different research
roups about possible metrics for the evaluation of safety, depend-
bility and performance in physical human-robot interaction are
resented. The sources for the discussion on physical human-robot
nteraction is based on number of articles taken from predeter-
ined workshops, European projects and journals. 
All aforementioned studies are surveys that include couple of
he most important papers in a specific sub-field of the domain.
his means that the works included are not representative for the
verall domain considered in this study. On another note, they


























































o not provide a systematic way for classification of the different
orks. 
0. Conclusions 
In the near future, MRSs will need to be able to operate in
ncontrollable and unknown environments. Moreover, often MRSs
ill be required to collaborate both with each other and with hu-
ans, to accomplish complex missions. In the last decades, robotic
esearch has made huge progresses. However, as this study testi-
es, existing solutions are not yet ready to be used in everyday life,
nd in uncontrollable and unknown environments often shared
ith humans. We came to this conclusion through a mapping
tudy devoted at investigating how existing solutions for MRSs ad-
ress safety aspects. Specifically, the three research questions we
nvestigated are: 
• RQ1 : How do existing approaches address safety for MRSs? 
• RQ2 : What is the potential for industrial adoption of existing ap-
proaches for safety for MRSs? 
• RQ3 : What are the main emerging challenges for future research
on safety for mobile robotics systems? 
The classification resulting from our investigation on RQ1 pro-
ides a solid foundation for researchers willing to further contribute
his research area with new approaches for safety MRSs, or willing
o better understand or refine existing ones. Our results with re-
pect to RQ2 can be of special interest for practitioners since they
rovide an evidence-based instrument for identifying which ap-
roaches for safety for MRSs are the most ready to be transferred
o industry. By answering RQ3 we present the main challenges and
mplications for future research on safety for MRSs. 
In summary, this study provides a comprehensive and replica-
le picture of the state of the art on safety for MRSs, helping re-
earchers and practitioners in finding characteristics, limitations,
nd gaps of current research on safety for MRSs. We believe and
e hope that the results of this study will lead to the develop-ent of new methods and techniques for safety for MRSs, making
hem one step closer to supporting us in our everyday tasks of the
ear future. 
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ppendix A. Research team 
Five researchers carried on this study, because a ‘too small’
eam size (e.g., single reviewer) may have difficulties in control-
ing potential biases ( Zhang and Babar, 2013 ). Each researcher has
 specific role within the team; these are identified roles: 
– Principle researcher : PhD student with knowledge about robotics
and safety aspects in software engineering; he performed the
majority of activities from planning the study to reporting; 
– Secondary researcher : an associate professor and two assistant
professors with expertise in SLR methodologies, software en-
gineering, and robotics. They were mainly involved in (i) the
planning phase of the study, and (ii) supporting the principle
researcher during the whole study, e.g., by reviewing the clas-
sification scheme, selected studies, extracted data, writing the
final report; 
– Advisor : senior researcher with many-years expertise in soft-
ware engineering. He made final decisions on conflicts and op-
tions to ‘avoid endless discussions’ ( Zhang and Babar, 2013 ),
and supported other researchers during the data analysis, find-
ings analysis, and report writing activities. 
From a geographical point of view, the research team is dis-
ributed across Belgium, Italy, The Netherlands, and Sweden. 
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